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THE MEANS OF TAKING SECURITY
An outline of the discussion
11-01 The aim of this chapter is to consider the many legal techniques which are
available to a participant in a derivatives transaction when seeking to take security,
before considering the specific, technical mechanisms used most commonly in the
derivatives markets by way of “collateralisation”. This chapter considers the full range of
means of taking security which are familiar to commercial lawyers. It is only the
category of collateralisation – the means of taking security used most frequently by
derivatives counterparties – which is perhaps less familiar to commercial lawyers:
collateralisation is in truth a range of hybrid means of taking security specific to complex
financial transactions. Collateralisation should therefore be thought of as an amalgam of
the techniques discussed in this chapter, rather than necessarily a distinct, legal technique
in its own right.1 That range of well-understood techniques will be considered in this
chapter before collateralisation receives its own treatment in chapter 12 Collateralisation
and standard credit support agreements. This chapter will consider the means by which

1

As evidenced, for example, by the most common market standard collateralisation agreement, ISDA,
Credit Support Annex / Deed, New York: ISDA, 1998, which enables its users to choose between trustbased structures and pledge-based structures which either do or do not create potentially-registrable
security interests.
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security is generally taken over commercial contracts to pay money2 while chapter 12
will focus specifically on the means by which collateral agreements are structured and
also on their relationship with standard derivatives products. However, this chapter
begins with a short outline of collateralisation structures by way of preface to the
discussion of the well-established legal techniques: it being understood in this analysis
that collateralisation is a compilation of such techniques generated by market participants
and their own lawyers.

The scope of this chapter
11-02 The legal techniques for taking security in commercial transactions fall broadly
into four categories. The first category is security by means of taking title in some
property. This group of techniques includes the trust,3 transfer of title provisions4 and
retention of title provisions.5 In each of these situations the legal technique identifies a
proprietary right of some sort in some asset to which the rightholder can have recourse if
its counterparty fails to perform its obligations under the contract. Further examples of
this category are mortgages6 under which the rightholder acquires a proprietary right in
the mortgaged property: this category falls under the third category below.
11-03 The second category is comprised of a weaker form of security by means simply
of contract: that is, a personal obligation to pay money in the event of some failure to
perform an obligation under the contract. This is said to be a “weaker” form of security in
that the rightholder does not have any identified asset to which it can have recourse on
the default of its counterparty; rather, it is reliant on both the counterparty’s ability and
willingness to pay, either of which may have been the cause of the original failure to
perform under the contract. Within this category are events of default,7 guarantees to
make payment,8 some collateralisation obligations to transfer value to a collateral fund,9
and some liens.10
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There are a large number of texts in this area but some of the more significant dealing severally with
trusts, mortgages, charges, pledges and liens include the following: McGhee, Snell’s Equity (31 st ed,
th
Sweet & Maxwell, 2005) 777; Hudson, Equity & Trusts (4 ed, Cavendish, 2005); Thomas and
Hudson, The Law of Trusts (Oxford University Press, 2004); McCormack, Secured Credit under
English and American Law (Cambridge University Press, 2004); Goode, Legal Problems of Credit and
Security (3rd ed, Sweet & Maxwell, 2003); Falcon Chambers, Fisher and Lightwood’s Law of
th
th
Mortgage (11 ed, Butterworths, 2002); Hayton, Underhill and Hayton on Trusts and Trustees (16 ed,
rd
Butterworths, 2002); Bridge, Personal Property Law (3 ed, Oxford University Press, 2002); Cousins,
nd
Mortgages (2 ed, Sweet & Maxwell, 2001); Smith, ‘Securities’, in Birks (ed), Private Law (Oxford
University Press, 2000) 455 et seq.; Mowbray et al, Lewin on Trusts (17th ed, Sweet & Maxwell, 2000);
Ferran, Company Law and Corporate Finance (Oxford University Press, 1999) ch 15 “Secured Debt”;
Gleeson, Personal Property Law (FT Law & Tax, 1997); Sykes and Walker, The Law of Securities (5th
nd
ed, Law Book Co, 1993); Palmer, Bailment (2 ed, Law Book Co, 1991) ch 22 ‘Bailment’; Bell,
Modern Law of Personal Property in England and Ireland (Butterworths, 1989); Tyler and Palmer,
th
Crossley Vaines on Personal Property (5 ed, Butterworths, 1973), 447.
3
Para 11-08.
4
Para 11-16.
5
Para 11-20 and 11-21.
6
Para 11-25.
7
Para 3-84.
8
Para 11-43.
9
Para 12-02.
10
Para 11-37.
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11-04 The third category is comprised of quasi-proprietary rights: that is, a group of
rights which purport to grant title in assets but which are nevertheless dependent on some
contractual right crystallising so as to transform that right into a proprietary right. Thus a
floating charge gives the rightholder rights of a given value over a fund but that right is
dependent on the counterparty maintaining that fund appropriately.11 This contrasts, for
example, with a trust arrangement in which a trustee holds the trust fund (particularly
where a third party custodian is selected to act as trustee, as considered below) rather
than the counterparty itself retaining management control of the security assets.
11-05 The fourth category comprises doctrines such as the pledge and the lien which
grant only rights of possession, not ownership, of property but with the ability to petition
the court for permission to sell the property so as to recover money owed to the creditor.
Each of these techniques is considered in turn. First, however, this chapter will present a
brief introduction to the derivatives markets’ favoured means of taking security:
collateralisation.

COLLATERALISATION IN OUTLINE
11-06 Collateralisation is considered in detail in the next chapter, being Chapter 12.
This section serves merely as a summary of collateralisation. Collateralisation is a
means by which a party to a derivatives transaction has provided for it a fund of assets
the value of which equals the value of its exposure to its counterparty across all
outstanding derivatives transactions of a specified type. At its simplest, a
collateralisation arrangement could be structured by that counterparty pre-paying all
of its future obligations under its derivative transactions to a third party acting as
trustee of that money, such that the party enforcing its security would be entitled to
payments from that trust fund to discharge the counterparty’s obligations from timeto-time. That trust would also entitle the counterparty to recover money from the trust
every time it met its contractual obligations to the secured party.
At its earliest inception, this custodian method was broadly the method used by large
financial institutions dealing with counterparties they considered to be of doubtful
credit worth. It was therefore a credit department’s decision as to the amount of
collateral which would have been sought from such a counterparty sufficient to offset
the risks associated with doing business with that person. For the counterparty, this
was an expensive way of conducting business. The effective pre-payment of all or
part of the obligations owed under its transactions created a barrier to entry to this
marketplace. Similarly, for the secured party there was a cost in using a third party
custodian to act as trustee for the collateral. To reduce this cost, even where the
custodian was a subsidiary or group company of the secured party, the secured party
sought to have collateral transferred to it outright, subject only to a condition to repay
assets of a like kind to the counterparty when the counterparty performed its
obligations under the transaction, rather than holding those assets on trust for the
counterparty. The right of the secured party therefore became absolute title in the

11

Para 11-27.
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assets transferred with a book debt to transfer either assets of like kind or their cash
equivalent at some stage in the future back to the counterparty.12
11-07 In the modern marketplace, the obligation to provide and the right to receive
collateral are typically owed by both parties. Therefore, even the largest financial
institutions will take collateral from each other equal to the size of their current
exposure under derivatives transactions. A well-constructed collateral agreement will
provide that, while each party is required to post collateral with the other party equal
to their net exposure, the amount of collateral actually to be posted by one party will
be set off against the collateral to be posted by the other party. Thus, if properly
constructed, it will be possible for those obligations to post collateral to be set-off
leaving only a small surplus to be posted in fact. The advantage of this arrangement is
twofold. First, each party does have a genuine claim to seize collateral in the event
that the other party does not perform its obligations. Second, market participants are
entitled to bring collateral arrangements into account when calculating their exposure
to derivatives for regulatory capital purposes and therefore are able to reduce the
amount of regulatory capital to be posted by the amount of such collateral
arrangements. The one limitation on this ability to set off will be the extent to which
the parties will be able to set off transactions of different types recorded on different
books in different branches. Typically, it will be impossible to set off transactions
entered into in different currencies. The reasons for these limitations are centred
solely on the sophistication of the parties’ operations systems.
In practice, the most difficult issues in relation to collateral revolve around the need to
identify the current market value of derivatives transactions from time-to-time and to
calculate also the value of whatever form of asset is to be posted as collateral.13 Most
frequently, bonds are used as the collateral rather than money or other assets and
therefore there is a complexity of valuing the bonds to be added to the complexity of
valuing the outstanding derivatives transactions.
In constructing derivatives agreements then, there is a need to decide between a range
of legal techniques ranging from trusts and proprietary rights to guarantees and
contractual obligations to pay money when taking security, just as with any other
commercial contract.

TRANSFERS OF TITLE
11-08 Taking security by means of a transfer of title is comparatively
straightforward. What is envisaged is that the party requiring security (“the secured
party”) is transferred absolute, unencumbered ownership of all of the rights in
property by way of an outright gift or assignment (referred to in this book as “absolute
title”). That property will be of a value which secures to the secured party’s
satisfaction its exposure to its counterparty, whether that is the entire, gross amount
owed to it, or a net exposure which the secured party has to its counterparty across a
number of transactions, or an amount which it calculates off-sets the perceived credit
12
13

See para 12-26 (“personal collateral”) and para 12-43 (“proprietary collateral”).
See para 12-09.
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risk that the counterparty will not perform its obligations in relation to an underlying
transaction or transactions. 14 By way of illustration, suppose that A owes US$100,000
to B and that B owes US$80,000 to A across their relevant derivatives contracts. If A
was concerned with its gross obligations, then A would seek protection in the amount
of US$80,000. However, seeking to match the net exposure in this instance would
require protection to be provided to B in the amount of US$20,000, being the net
exposure which A owes to B across their relevant derivatives contracts. In an ordinary
personal collateral structure15 it would be this net exposure which would be covered.
Alternatively, the credit department at B might decide that the risk of B doing
business with A would be met if A paid a percentage of that exposure in advance: say
US$10,000.
In the event that the counterparty does fail to perform its obligations, or more
specifically in the event that the counterparty becomes insolvent, then the secured
party is the absolute owner of that property and so title in that property will reduce the
exposure which the secured party has to the counterparty’s failure to perform.
11-09 Given that the property is transferred outright in this context, the secured party
can have no obligation to account for that property in the counterparty’s insolvency –
always assuming that no question of a transfer at an undervalue with a view to
defrauding the counterparty’s creditors is deemed to have taken place under English
insolvency law.16 If there had been such a transfer at an under-value with a view to
putting assets beyond the reach of insolvency creditors, then the court would be
empowered to unpick the transaction and restore the status quo ante so that the
creditors can have recourse to those assets in the transferor’s hands.17 However, if the
secured party had genuinely given sufficient consideration, for example by entering
into the derivatives transactions which are secured by this transfer of assets and
valuing the transferred assets at their open market value, then there would not be a
transfer at an undervalue. It would be important here to ensure that the obligation to
transfer the assets is linked to the net exposure in relation to the underlying,
outstanding derivatives transactions, as opposed to some notional amount or some
amount which artificially increases the value of the parties’ exposure inter se.
11-10 The assumption made here is that the secured party has no obligation at law or
in equity as part of the law of property to account to the counterparty nor to make any
re-transfer of the specific transferred property to the counterparty. If there was an
obligation to hold the original property on trust or to hold that original property
separately from all other assets, then the secured party would owe proprietary
obligations to its counterparty. In this context, however, the transfer of absolute title
to the secured party means that the secured party becomes the absolute owner of that
property without any proprietary obligation to account to the counterparty in relation
to that property. There may, however, (as in personal collateral structures) be a
contractual obligation to make a transfer of property of a like kind or of equivalent
value (whether in money or money’s worth) to the counterparty in the event that the
14

Where this last example involves a measurement by the secured party’s credit department of an
amount, typically a proportion of the net exposure of the secured party to the counterparty, which it
estimates will be sufficient to offset the risk to it of doing business with the counterparty.
15
See para 12-26 et seq.
16
Insolvency Act 1986, s.423.
17
Insolvency Act 1986, s.423.
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counterparty performs its obligations under a derivatives contract, or to make a retransfer of property of a like kind or of equivalent value to the extent that the
counterparty has performed its obligations under that contract. It is important that this
is merely a contractual obligation to make a transfer because the counterparty will
have no proprietary right to any specific assets held by the secured party and therefore
will have no claim in property law generally nor in the law of trusts specifically to any
such property. Rather, the secured party would owe merely a personal obligation to
transfer property of a particular type or cash of a given value to the counterparty, such
that there was no specified property which was to be so transferred (even if the
secured party happened to hold such property in a distinct account in readiness to
perform this contractual obligation). A contractual obligation of this sort is said to be
“merely a contractual obligation” because it offers no security against the
counterparty’s inability or unwillingness to perform its obligations: the law of
contract will give the counterparty a right of enforcement but no further right (except
perhaps a right to damages) if performance is rendered impossible in practice for
example if the counterparty has gone into insolvency. This chapter is therefore
concerned with mechanisms for the protection of a party to a transaction in the event
that the law of contract offers no viable remedy or recourse as a matter of fact, or lest
the law of contract should offer no such remedy or recourse at some time in the
future.
11-11 The reason for starting this discussion of taking security in derivatives
transactions with this elementary mechanism for taking security is that it is a feature
of some collateral structures. Under the ISDA Credit Support Annex, the parties may
outright transfers of money or securities (as stipulated in the contract) one to another
equal to the payee’s net exposure to the payer at the time of calculating the
requirement to post collateral.18 In that contract, the parties usually transfer any
amount of money or money’s worth required to be transferred under the terms of that
contract by means of an outright transfer, such that the recipient is able to treat the
property as being absolutely its own, even if it is required to account for the amount
of any distribution which the transferor would otherwise have received on any
securities transferred under that agreement. The standard market documentation is
considered in detail in this regard in the next chapter.19 However, a number of other
legal structures are also used in collateralisation: those structures are considered in the
remainder of this chapter.

18

The expression “to post collateral” is the jargon used in the ISDA documentation and refers to the
obligation of a party to transfer property (that is, the collateral property) to its counterparty in a form
stipulated in the contract and in an amount calculated by reference to the provisions of that same
contract.
19
Para 12-26 et seq.
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TRUSTS20
The nature of trusts
11-12 Trusts were once the basic techniques used to secure derivatives
transactions.21 However, it should be remembered that much market practice today,
based particularly on ISDA collateralisation structures, prefers to use contractual
rights and obligations, or alternatively charges and pledges, in many circumstances
although trusts law will frequently still have a part to play in relation to the ISDA
Credit Support Deed.22 In more general terms, the trust remains an important means
for taking security in bi-partite commercial transactions such that the payer and the
payee can hold proprietary rights in the trust property simultaneously, whether one or
other of them is the trustee of that property or whether the property is held on trust by
a third party custodian for the contracting parties beneficially.23
11-13 through 11-15 [these sections are not reproduced here because they merely set out the basic
principles of express trusts]
11-16 In commercial situations, for example that in Westdeutsche Landesbank v
Islington, it is important for the parties to know which of them has which rights in the
property which is dealt with as part of a contract. A proprietary constructive trust will
give a right in rem to the beneficiary. That is, a right in the property itself which is
enforceable against any other person. If the trustee went into insolvency then the trust
property would not form part of the trustee’s estate because the beneficial ownership
of that property rests with the beneficiaries.24 If there were no valid trust then there
would be only rights in personam for the claimant (or, personal rights), as opposed to
in rem (or, proprietary) rights. A mere in personam right would entitle the successful
plaintiff to a claim in money only and not to any specific property. In cases of
insolvency this would mean that the plaintiff would have no secured rights but only a
pari passu debt claim with other unsecured creditors. The further shortcoming of the
personal claim is that it grants only an entitlement to simple interest on the money
claim and not compound interest.25 The in rem right attaching to a beneficiary under a
trust comes into operation from the moment that the proprietary right is validly
created, under an express trust26, or at the moment when the defendant has knowledge
of the factor which fixes it with liability, under a constructive trust. 27

20

I have written a number of books on trusts law, so readers are referred to Thomas and Hudson, The
Law of Trusts (Oxford University Press, 2004) and Hudson, Equity & Trusts (4th ed, Cavendish, 2005)
generally. For those unfamiliar with this area, I have also written a brief introductory guide which
explains all of the main principles in an accessible way: Hudson, Understanding Equity & Trusts (2nd
ed, Cavendish, 2004).
21
Their use was common practice in the early 1990’s before ISDA developed standard mechanisms for
taking collateral, as considered in chapter 12.
22
See, for example, para 12-50.
23
See Thomas and Hudson, The Law of Trusts (Oxford University Press, 2004) generally.
24
See Re Goldcorp [1995] AC 74.
25
Westdeutsche Landesbank v Islington [1996] AC 669.
26
An express trust is validly created either on a valid declaration of trust by the settlor (Richards v.
Delbridge (1874) L.R. 18 Eq. 11) or at the time when legal title in the trust property is transferred to
the trustee (Milroy v. Lord (1862) 4 De G.F. & J. 264).
27
Westdeutsche Landesbank v. Islington [1996] 2 All E.R. 961, 988.
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11-17 In asserting an interest in property it is vital that the secured party is able to
assert property rights over the assets which secure the derivatives obligations. The
following section considers two forms of property right: those created by express trust
or contractual provision, and those made available by means of a resulting or
constructive trust. The former category refers to the form of structures identified above
with reference to collateral agreements, subject to the specific legal issues considered
below. The latter category is bound up with the decisions in the local authority swaps
cases in relation to derivatives contracts which have been held to be void for some
reason.28 This section considers the growth of recent case law on this latter area and the
impact of a number of House of Lords decisions in the last decade on the efficacy of
financial contracts: of particular significance are Westdeutsche Landesbank v Islington29
and Kleinwort Benson v Glasgow City Council30 on the contractual and restitutionary
effect of void contracts.31 First, we shall consider the creation of express trusts.

Creation of express trusts
Requirements of certainty
11-18 To create a valid trust, the terms of that trust must be sufficiently certain so
that the courts will be able to judge the behaviour of the trustees in the management of
the trust and to decide between competing claims to the trust property.32 There are
three forms of certainty which the courts require for a trust to be valid:33 certainty of
intention to create a trust; certainty of the identity of the subject matter comprising the
trust fund; and certainty as to the beneficiaries (or “objects”) of the trust. [the remainder
of this section is not reproduced here because they merely set out the basic principles of express trusts]

The particular problem of certainty of subject matter
11-19 The particular problem in relation to financial transactions is the requirement
that there be sufficient certainty of subject matter for the trust to be valid. This
requires that the property in the trust fund be separate and distinct from all other
property.34 The leading decision of the Privy Council35 in Re Goldcorp36 related to
contracts entered into by a bullion exchange with its clients to the effect that it would
not simply recognise in those customers’ orders an obligation to acquire bullion for
those customers but rather that it would actually procure and hold all of the bullion
28

Para 9-50.
[1996] A.C. 669.
30
[1997] 4 All E.R. 641.
31
Similarly, the decisions in Morris v Rayner Entreprises Inc (unreported, 30 October 1997), and Re Bank
of Credit and Commerce International SA (No 8) [1998] AC 214 are important on the availability of set-off
in case of insolvency. See para 13-18 et seq.
32
Knight v. Knight (1840) 3 Beav 148; Knight v. Boughton (1840) 11 Cl & Fin 513.
33
Knight v. Knight (1840) 3 Beav 148; Knight v. Boughton (1840) 11 Cl & Fin 513.
34
Westdeutsche Landesbank v. Islington LBC [1996] 1 A.C. 669. Cf. Harland v Trigg (1782) 1 Bro CC
142; Wynne v. Hawkins (1782) 1 Bro CC 142; Pierson v. Garnet (1786) 2 Bro CC 226; Sprange v.
Barnard (1789) 2 Bro CC 585; and Palmer v. Simmonds (1854) 2 Drew 221.
35
As recognised by Lord Browne-Wilkinson, Westdeutsche Landesbank v. Islington L.B.C. [1996] 1
A.C. 669.
36
[1995] 1 A.C. 74.
29
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identified in the customer’s order in its vaults. However, despite these well-drafted
contracts which obliged the exchange to hold bullion to their customers’ order, the
exchange began to breach its contractual obligations by taking its customers’ money
and only holding about as much bullion as was required to meet its delivery
obligations on a normal working day. In time the exchange went into insolvency and
when the customers came to take possession of their bullion, they found that there
was insufficient bullion there to meet their claims.
11-20 The customers claimed to be entitled as beneficiaries under a trust as a result
of their contractual rights against the exchange to have bullion equal in value and
quality to their orders held to their account. The Privy Council accepted that for those
customers who could prove that particular bullion had been segregated from the
general holding of bullion in the vaults it would be possible to recognise that they
were beneficiaries under a trust of that bullion which had actually been segregated to
their account and so entitled to preferential treatment in the insolvency by virtue of
their proprietary rights in bullion held on trust by the insolvent exchange. However,
for those customers who could not identify specific bullion which had been held on
trust for them, because there was no bullion which had in fact been segregated from
the general fund, it was held that there was no valid trust in their favour because the
identity of the property to which they were claiming entitlement was insufficiently
certain. This rule obtained even though the customer’s contracts purported to grant
them rights in theory in some specific bullion because as a matter of fact no bullion
had been segregated to their account.37
11-21 By extrapolation, in relation to derivatives contracts, this means that a collateral
structure will not be a valid trust unless the property which is to be held on trust is
segregated from all other property. The same principle applies to intangible property
such as money and securities,38 subject to what is said below.39 Where an amount of
money is purportedly made subject to an express trust, that trust will not be valid if
the money intended to be held on trust is contained in a bank account and mixed with
other money.40 The reason for invalidating that trust is on the basis that the money
which was to be held on trust cannot be distinguished from the money which is in the
account but not intended to be held on trust. For any such trust structure to be valid,
the assets to be provided as security must be segregated from all other property.
11-22 There is a short line of authority which suggests that there is no need to
segregate intangible property to be held on trust from other intangible property of like
kind where it can make no difference41 which property is held on trust and which
property is not.42 There is Court of Appeal authority which has been taken to suggest
that there is no need to segregate ordinary shares in a company from other shares of
the same class in the same company.43 In that case, however, the principal concern of
37

See London Wine Co (Shippers) Lrd, re [1986] PCC 121 on the same point.
MacJordan Construction Ltd v. Brookmount Erostin Ltd [1992] BCLC 350.
39
See in particular the discussion of Hunter v. Moss [1994] 1 WLR 452 to follow.
40
MacJordan Construction Ltd v. Brookmount Erostin Ltd [1992] BCLC 350.
41
Thus it has been suggested that this rule would be inappropriate in cases of insolvency where there
are more claims to property than there is property to satisfy those competing claims: see Hudson,
Equity & Trusts (4th ed, Cavendish, 2005), 90.
42
Hunter v. Moss [1994] 1 WLR 452.
43
Hunter v Moss [1993] 1 WLR 934, Rimer QC, Deputy Judge of the High Court; [1994] 1 WLR 452,
CA.
38
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Dillon LJ was to prevent an employer from unconscionably denying his obligation to
transfer 50 ordinary shares to an employee as required by that employee’s contract of
employment.44 It was in a later decision of the High Court that it was explicitly
suggested for the first time that there was no need to segregate intangible property
such as securities from other property for there to be a valid trust created a part of that
fund.45 So, where a stockbroker contracted in terms that he would hold a given
number of securities for his customers but failed to segregate the claimants’ securities
from other, identical securities, it was held that the trust could be valid in any event
because the identical nature of the securities meant that there was no difference in
quality between one item of property and another.46 However, this latter approach has
been doubted by most trust law commentators47 and is contrary to subsequent Privy
Council48 and House of Lords 49 authority, as well as being in contravention of earlier
Court of Appeal authority.50 Indeed, in relation to trusts taken over money there is
earlier Court of Appeal authority to the effect that money held in a bank account, a
form of intangible property, must be held in a separate account from all other money
for there to be a valid trust over that money.51 While these two streams of authority
cannot be satisfactorily reconciled, it is suggested that the weight of judicial authority
is with the Re Goldcorp line of cases.52 This issue is of particular importance for
derivatives transactions as considered in chapter 12 below.53

The rights of beneficiaries
11-23 to 11-35 [these sections are not reproduced here because they merely set out the basic principles
of express trusts considered elsewhere in the course textbook]
11-36 The property under an express trust must be certain or the trust will be void.54
There is a question whether the property which is the subject of the constructive trust
must be certain in the same way. There are some older authorities which consider that
the property must be certain under a constructive trust.55 It is submitted that this rule

44

See, doubting this decision, Hayton, (1994) 110 LQR 335.
Re Harvard Securities, Holland v Newbury [1997] 2 BCLC 369.
46
Harvard Securities Ltd, re; Holland v. Newbury [1997] 2 BCLC 369.
47
See Underhill and Hayton on Trusts and Trustees (Butterworths, 2002), 79, where Hunter v Moss is
clearly disapproved; Lewin on Trusts (Sweet & Maxwell, 2000), 32, doubting this decision; Hudson,
Equity & Trusts (Cavendish: 2005), 87 et seq, especially 90, where this case is again disapproved;
Thomas and Hudson, The Law of Trusts (OUP: 2004), para 3.25 et seq.. The only commentator giving
houseroom to the contrary view is Dr Martin in Hanbury and Martin Modern Equity (Sweet &
Maxwell, 2005), 101.
48
Re Goldcorp [1995] 1 AC 74.
49
Westdeutsche Landesbank v Islington [1996] AC 669. See also the position in Australia in Herdegen
v Federal Commissioner of Taxation (1988) 84 ALR 271 which is in accordance with the English
senior courts.
50
MacJordan Construction Ltd v Brookmount Erostin Ltd [1992] BCLC 350, CA. Thus the doctrine of
precedent ought to have compelled the Court of Appeal in Hunter v Moss to have decided differently.
51
MacJordan Construction Ltd v Brookmount Erostin Ltd [1992] BCLC 350, CA.
52
Westdeutsche Landesbank v. Islington L.B.C. [1996] 1 A.C. 669.
53
See para. 12-61.
54
Re Goldcorp [1995] 1 A.C. 524; [1994] 3 W.L.R. 199
55
Re Barney [1892] 2 Ch. 265, 273.
45
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can only apply to those trusts where a proprietary remedy is sought because it must be
possible to establish which property is to be subjected to a proprietary remedy.56
The aim of this section is to highlight the manner in which those issues arise in the
context of collateral arrangements. The importance of this category of implied
proprietary rights in the context of collateral is in cases in which there is a defect in the
performance of the collateral agreement or the trustee of the collateral assets, or some
other person, makes an unconscionable profit from the use of those assets.
Thus, in the former category, where the trustee fails to maintain the property constituting
the collateral separate from other assets, and thus breaches the terms of its fiduciary
obligation,57 issues will arise as to title in substitute assets or the traceable proceeds of the
assets which were supposed to be maintained as collateral. For example, where the
custodian breaches an obligation to maintain the collateral assets separate from all other
property, a mixture of assets would lead to issues of equitable tracing as to which assets
were to be considered to be the property of the collateral provider.58 The finding of a
constructive trust over those assets would be an essential pre-requisite of the claimant’s
recovery of the property which it had lost or of the recovery of property of equivalent
value. Similarly, where the collateral is misapplied, the issue would arise whether or not
the collateral provider could enforce a claim based on equitable tracing over property
acquired by the trustee in consideration for the disposal of the collateral assets.59 In any
case, where the trustee is liable for breach of trust, its obligation will be to restore the
trust property, or its equivalent in money, and to provide compensation for any loss that
results directly from the breach.60
11-37 The imposition of a constructive trust as a response to these sorts of claims
would have retrospective effect: rather than coming into existence prospectively from
the date of the court order.61 The court does not make an order at the trial which has
effect only in the future. Consequently, for the purposes of insolvency law, if the
proprietary right came into existence before the insolvency then the courts will
recognise the creditor as having rights in that property which are proof against the
insolvency. Rather the order will be deemed effective from the point in time when the
trust ought to have been imposed. The constructive beneficiary is treated as having
56

Some of the commentators draw a dividing line between constructive trusts which impose a
proprietary remedy (and under which the subject matter of the trust must be certain) and those which
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57
The assumption made is that the collateral agreement will impose the office of trustee, or at least
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Subject always to the defence of change position - Lipkin Gorman v. Karpnale [1991] 3 W.L.R. 10,
[1992] 4 All E.R. 512, [1991] 2 A.C. 548; in circumstances where a fiduciary relationship existed
before the misapplication of the property - Boscawen v. Bajwa [1995] 4 All E.R. 769; or by means of
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Re Diplock [1948] Ch. 465; Chase Manhattan Bank NA v. Israel-British Bank (London) Ltd [1981]
Ch. 105; [1980] 2 W.L.R. 202; [1979] 3 All E.R. 1025 as explained in Westdeutsche Landesbank v.
Islington LBC [1996] A.C. 669, [1996] 2 All E.R. 961 per Lord Browne-Wilkinson;
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Westdeutsche Landesbank v. Islington LBC [1996] A.C. 669, [1996] 2 All E.R. 961 per Lord
Browne-Wilkinson.
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had rights under constructive trust principles from that time.62 The importance of the
date of creation of the constructive trust is particularly important in the case of
insolvency. Another example of this importance would be where the value of an asset,
such as shares quoted on a stock exchange, fluctuates. The beneficiaries will want to
demonstrate title to the asset at a time when it was particularly valuable. They would
not want, for example, to have rights to receive an amount of money valued before
those shares increased greatly in value. They would prefer to have proprietary rights in
the shares so that they could claim the shares themselves and sell them at their
increased market value.
11-38 Alternatively, a number of alternative claims suggest themselves in response to
an attempt to demonstrate title in collateral assets. A claim for subrogation would entitle
the collateral provider to be subrogated to the position of another person whose debt with
the custodian was discharged by the use of the collateral assets.63 It has been argued that
it ought, in such circumstances, to be possible to trace backwards into the debt
discharged.64 It is also possible that equitable set-off be used in circumstances where the
collateral agreement obligations can be set off against amounts owed under the
derivatives transactions to be secured.65 Such alternative claims would be important in
circumstances where the right to trace into the collateral assets or into their substitute is
lost due to destruction or disappearance of the assets.66

Proprietary rights under void contracts
11-39 One of the perennial concerns for the lawyer dealing with financial derivatives
is that of the capacity of the counterparty to transact a form of financial engineering
which an entity of that type has not created before. The impact of the ultra vires rule is
that a contract entered into by an entity beyond its powers is treated as having always
been void.67 The result of the majority decisions in the House of Lords in the local
authority swaps cases is that it impossible for parties to retain a proprietary interest in
property transferred under a commercial contract which is found to have been void ab
initio. The restatement of the core rules of equity in the speech of Lord BrowneWilkinson in Westdeutsche Landesbank v Islington68 created a test that a proprietary
claim in equity will only be upheld in circumstances in which the defendant had
knowledge of the factor which is alleged to impose the office of trustee on him, thus
affecting his conscience.

The impact of the continued failure of the derivatives markets to react to the decision
in Westdeutsche Landesbank v Islington on systemic risk
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Boscawen v. Bajwa [1995] 4 All E.R. 769.
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See Smith, The Law of Tracing (Oxford, 1997) generally.
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Roscoe v. Winder [1915] 1 Ch. 62; Bishopsgate Investment Management v. Homan [1995] Ch. 211,
[1995] 1 All E.R. 347, [1994] 3 W.L.R. 1270.
67
See for example, Hazell v Hammersmith & Fulham [1992] 2 A.C. 1; Westdeutsche Landesbank v
Islington [1996] AC 669.
68
[1996] A.C. 669, [1996] 2 All E.R. 961.
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11-40 Let us recap. In Westdeutsche Landesbank v Islington the interest rate swap
contract between the parties was held to have been void ab initio and therefore it was
held that there was no contract between the parties at all: that is, none of the terms of
the master agreement, nor of the confirmations, nor of any credit support agreement
would be of any effect whatsoever. The parties were therefore, entirely correctly,
thrown back on the general law to decide whether or not they were entitled to any
rights in property. Given that there was no viable express contract between the parties,
despite what has been said above about the possible operation of the doctrine of
severance,69 the House of Lords in Westdeutsche Landesbank v Islington70 was
unanimous in holding that neither any amount of money paid in advance by the bank
in that case nor any of the periodic amounts payable under the interest rate swap were
to be held on resulting or constructive trust and thus none of those payments were able
to attract compound interest.71 While there were two dissenting opinions in that case, it
is important to note that Lord Goff and Lord Woolf dissented only on the availability
of compound interest: the former asserting that it ought to have been available on the
grounds of justice, the latter asserting that commercial people would expect that it
would be made available.72 The court was unanimous, however, on the more
significant question as to the lack of availability of a proprietary remedy where the
underlying contract failed either due to mistake or lack of capacity or failure of
consideration at a time when neither contracting party knew of those factors. The
persistent failure of the derivatives markets to alter the manner in which they take
collateral so as to accommodate this unanimous view of the senior English courts, as
to the non-availability of proprietary rights in the event that a derivatives contract
fails, is a continued source of enormous systemic risk and something which continues
to astonish this writer.

CONDITIONS ON THE USE OF “LOAN PROPERTY” AND “PLEDGED
COLLATERAL”
The use of lending arrangements
11-41 The following principles apply primarily in relation to ordinary loan contracts
but they are also of significance in relation to any situation in which property is
advanced subject to a right to re-transfer that same money or to re-transfer property of
like kind and of the same value, such as personal collateral structures. One form of
collateral arrangement requires the debtor to transfer outright the collateral property to
the creditor, whereas another form requires the debtor to grant possession of that
collateral to the creditor but without a transfer of title. There is a fundamental
difference in principle from the debtor’s perspective between an obligation merely to
transfer different property from the original property which was posted by a
counterparty and an obligation to hold the original property transferred by the
counterparty on trust before re-transferring that same property. The former obligation
is merely a personal obligation akin to a debt, which provides no security protection
in an insolvency; whereas the latter is a proprietary right whereby the creditor will
69
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hold the debtor’s collateral property to the debtor’s account if the underlying
derivatives contract is performed. From the perspective of the creditor the distinction
is that in the former arrangement it owes (absent any contractual provision to the
contrary) merely a personal obligation to account to the debtor for the collateral
transferred to it; whereas in the latter context the creditor will owe fiduciary duties in
relation to the safekeeping of that property.
This section considers two significant contexts relating to the lending of collateral
property: the first where the debtor retains title in the collateral property and the
second in which the debtor places conditions on the use of that property. The effects
of using a pledge arrangement or creating a charge or a mortgage are considered later
in this chapter. As is considered in chapter 12, the standard collateral agreements
frequently use the term “pledged collateral” to refer to property which is in fact lent or
transferred outright.73 For present purposes we will focus on the technical, legal terms
of art and reserve discussion of market argot to the next chapter.

Romalpa clauses – retention of rights in property
11-42 A pure retention of title clause operates to retain absolute title in the hands of
the counterparty putting up collateral. In truth, there is only a narrow line between a
situation in which the counterparty pledges assets by giving up possession while
retaining the property rights in those assets, and the situation in which the
counterparty agrees to make assets available to secure the other party but retains full
title in them because in this latter situation possession is put in the secured party’s
hands without a transfer of property rights. In the case of the retention of title clause
the receiving secured party is at best a mere bailee of those assets in circumstances in
which it has possession of those goods, but not legal title. 74 The attraction for the
secured party in a retention of title arrangement is that either the secured party itself
or some third party has possession of the assets in question and therefore would find it
easier to enforce its contractual rights over them without concern as to the
counterparty putting them out of reach.
So, a Romalpa clause75 is a contractual provision which enables the titleholder to
property to retain common law rights in the property, and not merely equitable rights
as with a trust. In relation to a contract in which property is to be used as part of the
contractual purpose, that property will remain the property of the provider both at
common law and in equity.76 This analysis remains possible provided that the
property does not become mixed with other property so as to be indistinguishable: in
such a circumstance this could only leave equitable tracing rights for the claimant77
because bailment at common law would generally be impossible over such a
mixture.78 In the latter situation it would be a matter for construction of the contract as
to the rights which the provider of the property was intended to acquire. In general a
73
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retention of title under a Romalpa clause would prevent the another party to that
contract from passing good title to a third party under the nemo dat principle79
although a third party with notice of the contract would be precluded from taking
good title in any event.80

Quistclose trusts
11-43 A Quistclose trust81 enables a party to a commercial contract to retain their
equitable interest in property which is lent to the other party. There is a similarity
between Quistclose trusts and Romalpa clauses in that extent in both case the original
titleholder is able to retain rights in the property: in Romalpa clauses it is the absolute
title which is retained whereas in Quistclose trusts it is said to be the equitable title
which is retained.82 While such trusts have been used only in relation to loan moneys
hitherto, there appears to be no reason in principle why the same equitable interest
ought not to be available in relation to other forms of property.83
The principle in Barclay’s Bank v. Quistclose Investments Ltd84 derives from a
number of earlier decisions such as Hassall v. Smither.85 In short, where a transferor
lends money subject to a contractual provision that the transferee is entitled only to
use that property for limited purposes, the transferee will be deemed to hold the
property on trust for the transferor in the event that the property is used for some
purpose other than that set out in the contract. The weight of authority has it that this
trust is a form of resulting trust.86 Significantly, in the event that the transferee
purports to transfer rights to some third party in breach of that contractual provision
the transferor is deemed to have retained its rights under a trust which will preclude
the transferee from acquiring rights in that property. The following discussion will
examine the possibilities for taking security which are offered by Quistclose trusts and
thereby consider the various explanations for the nature of the trust created.
11-44 In the case of Barclays Bank v. Quistclose 87 itself a loan contract was formed
by which Quistclose lent money to a company, Rolls Razor Ltd, solely for the
payment of dividends to its shareholders. That money was held in a share dividend
bank account separate from all other moneys. The loan moneys were not used for that
purpose before Rolls Razor fell into insolvency: consequently, Barclays Bank, which
operated the share dividend account, sought to apply the moneys in discharge of Rolls
Razor’s overdraft with it. Lord Wilberforce held that this contract created a primary
trust whereby the company was empowered to use the money to pay the dividend in
accordance with the contractual purpose of the loan. His Lordship further held that at
the point in time at which the company sought to use that money for another purpose,
79
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a secondary trust was automatically created which transferred the equitable interest in
the money for the lender on resulting trust. Thus a Quistclose arrangement obtains
some equitable interest in the loan moneys for the lender of property.
11-45 In relation to collateral arrangements, where the agreement is structured so
that the party providing collateral lends assets to the secured party, the lender of those
assets is able to control the purposes for which they are used. Therefore, if a collateral
arrangement does identify assets as having been lent to the secured party solely for the
purpose of securing its obligations under outstanding derivatives transactions, then the
equitable title remains in the lender of the assets. It is only if the lender of those assets
fails to perform its obligations under the derivatives agreement that the secured party
is then entitled to take absolute title in the loaned collateral assets.
11-46 While this form of trust was explained in Barclays Bank v. Quistclose itself by
Lord Wilberforce as being a form of resulting trust whereby the equitable interest
returns to its previous owner, the principle has been also been explained by Peter
Gibson J in Carreras Rothmans Ltd v. Freeman Mathews Treasure Ltd 88 in terms
that:
“… equity fastens of the conscience of the person who receives from another
property transferred for a specific purpose only and not therefore for the
recipient’s own purposes, so that such person will not be permitted to treat the
property as his own or to use it for other than the stated purpose.”
In this case it was suggested any third person entitled to receive the trust property
would have a right to enforce the trust. This would also be a ground for understanding
the trust as coming into existence as a constructive trust and not simply a resulting
trust.
11-47 The minority speech of Lord Millett in the House of Lords in Twinsectra v
Yardley suggested that the Quistclose trust should be considered to be akin to a
retention of title by the lender whereby the lender effectively retains an equitable
interest in the property throughout the transaction such that the property is held on
resulting trust for the lender. His Lordship held that:
‘… the Quistclose trust is a simple, commercial arrangement akin … to a
retention of title clause (though with a different object) which enables the
borrower to have recourse to the lender’s money for a particular purpose
without entrenching on the lender’s property rights more than necessary to
enable the purpose to be achieved. The money remains the property of the
lender unless and until it is applied in accordance with his directions, and in so
far as it is not so applied it must be returned to him. I am disposed, perhaps
predisposed, to think that this is the only analysis which is consistent both
with orthodox trust law and with commercial reality.’89
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The lender could therefore be taken to retain the equitable interest in loan moneys
throughout the life of the contract.90
11-48 There is, it is suggested, no single, correct analysis of a Quistclose trust.91
While Lord Millett’s view is currently in vogue,92 encapsulating as it does ideas first
propounded by Prof Worthington,93 it cannot be a complete answer to this question.
For example, if my loan contract were drafted so as to have the loan moneys held on
express trust by the borrower for the benefit of the lender and explicitly to grant the
borrower a mere power to use the money for another specified purpose, then even
Lord Millett’s retention of title analysis would not meet the case exactly. If there were
an express trust over the loan property coupled with a power to advance that property
for the contractually stipulated purpose then there would be no question of any
interest resulting94 to the lender because the express trust would have created an
equitable interest explicitly from the outset rather than having one implied by law as
with a resulting trust. Indeed, in structuring such a collateral arrangement in practice
one would not leave the security to arise by operation of law as with a resulting trust,
instead one would wish to set out the nature and extent of that interest explicitly in the
express trust. Thus, Lord Millett’s explanation of a Quistclose trust, and indeed any of
the many explanations which have been posited by various commentators, are
satisfying only as formulations of either the vanilla case or on an abstract theoretical
formulation. The reader is referred to the literature on the law of trusts for a more
detailed account of these issues.95 In short, it is suggested that an arrangement which
used an express trust coupled with a power to advance the loan property is the most
appropriate method in practice.
11-49 The real significance of the Quistclose trust in practice is often something
different, however. What is little discussed in the decided case law is the following
practical problem. If a lender lends money to a borrower subject to a contractual
provision that the money be used for only a specified purpose, then if the borrower
spends the money on some other purpose it is perfectly possible that the money will
have “disappeared”. By the term “disappeared” in this context I mean that the original
loan money will have become inextricably mixed with other money in a bank account
or that it will have been paid into and out of a fund so that the expert accountants used
in such cases would not be able to trace that money into any single, segregated fund.96
The same problem would hold for a trust over securities which were similarly passed
through different hands, or sold and the sale proceeds paid into a mixed account. In
this context the lender’s only remedy would be by virtue of an equitable tracing claim
90
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into a mixed fund in which the traceable proceeds of the original loan moneys rest.97
There is no question as to precisely which remedy may be available to the lender until
the process of tracing and identifying property against which an action may be
brought has been completed.98
Such a tracing claim can only be brought in equity; and such an equitable tracing
claim can only be brought if the claimant had some equitable proprietary interest in
the loan moneys from the outset.99 A loan contract will not create an equitable
interest, unless there is some trust created as part of the contract. A Quistclose trust
does create an equitable interest for the lender and therefore the Quistclose trust will
enable the lender to commence an equitable tracing claim. No other claim would grant
any property right in such a mixed fund. Therefore, the true importance of Quistclose
trusts is the creation of an equitable interest in favour of the lender which will permit
that lender to commence an equitable tracing claim. Without such a pre-existing
equitable interest, no tracing claim would be possible: as considered above. The
decided cases have always tended to assume (because they have not been called upon
to delve any further) that the loan moneys remain intact and are identifiable in an
account unmixed with other property. In truth, once the moneys have been
misapplied, it may be impossible to identify the original money in the borrower’s
hands precisely because the money has been misapplied in breach of contract:
therefore, the ability to trace in equity will be the claimant’s principal remedy.
Tracing was considered in chapter 9.100
11-50 Considered as a security interest, the Quistclose trust can also be of
significance in relation to deep discount swaps or transactions in which money is
transferred from one counterparty to another in circumstances in which there is some
obligation to repay that money or its equivalent amount. A deep discount swap 101 is
the kind used in Westdeutsche Landesbank v. Islington102 whereby an amount of £2.5
million was paid upfront to the local authority by the investment bank at the outset of
the transaction, to all intents and purposes by way of loan.103 In such a situation, a
provision that the money was only to be used for identified purposes would have had
the result that the investment bank would have been a beneficiary under a Quistclose
trust, giving it protection against the misuse of that money. However, one issue which
remains outstanding, nevertheless, is whether or not the rule in Re Goldcorp,104
requiring that the property be separately identifiable, could be satisfied in this context
such that if the money had been irretrievably mixed with other property then there
could not be said to be a trust over any identifiable fund of property. This is the
97
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problem referred to immediately above that the true significance of a Quistclose trust
will be the ability it offers to commence an equitable tracing claim, to seek
proprietary rights over the traceable proceeds of the original lent property in even a
mixed fund belonging to a third party, once that money has been paid away by the
borrower. In that sense, the original loan moneys would be unidentifiable if they have
been paid away into a mixed account. Thus the Quistclose trust may often not offer
protection against an untrustworthy custodian who conceals the loan moneys but it
will offer a means of proceeding so as to recover the value lost to the lender.
In the Westdeutsche Landesbank v Islington case itself, the bank had no proprietary
right in any money because at the time the money was spent the payee had no
knowledge of the invalidity of the interest rate swap contract. However, if there had
been some stipulation in the contract as to the purpose for which the money was to
have been used, then the bank would have had an equitable interest under a Quistclose
trust over that money and – even though the original money had been dissipated by
the date of trial – the bank would have been able to attempt to trace into the payees’
accounts105 and would have been able to claim compound interest on that money
(which was the principal point raised in the appeal to the House of Lords). It should
be recalled that compound interest on a judgment will only be available if the
claimant had some proprietary right in the property which is the source of the
litigation.106

MORTGAGES AND CHARGES
The distinction between mortgages and charges
11-51 Mortgages and charges are subtly distinct concepts. A mortgage grants a
mortgagee a proprietary right in property as security for a loan so that the mortgagee
may enforce its security by means of sale, repossession, foreclosure or appointment of
a receiver, always provided that the mortgagor is entitled to recover unencumbered
title of the mortgaged property once the loan has been repaid; whereas a charge,
which may be fixed or floating, provides a chargee with a contingent right to seize
property in the event that the chargor fails to perform its obligations in relation to an
underlying contract. A mortgage grants the mortgagee a proprietary right in the
mortgaged property, whereas a charge creates no right in property but rather creates
only a right to apply for a judicial sale of property if an underlying contractual
obligation is not performed.107 As Slade J has expressed the distinction: a mortgage
involves a conveyance of the mortgaged property to the mortgagee subject to the
mortgagor’s equity of redemption, whereas a charge makes no such conveyance and
grants contingent rights over the property in the event that the underlying obligation is
not performed.108 Mortgages may take effect at law or in equity as legal mortgages or
105
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as equitable mortgages respectively, whereas charges take effect only in equity.
Charges in turn may be fixed or floating, as considered below. These distinctions
between the two doctrines are meaningful but have often been overlooked in the
decided cases. First, we shall consider mortgages.

Legal mortgages
The nature of the law of mortgages
11-52 Mortgages may be taken over land or over chattels. The principal features of a
mortgage are that the mortgagee (the secured party) acquires a right of ownership in
the mortgaged property which acts as security for a loan or other transaction between
mortgagor and mortgagee, however equity protects the mortgagor’s right to recover
his property without the encumbrance of the mortgage on the discharge of the
mortgagor’s obligations to the mortgagee (known as the “equity of redemption”). 109 A
mortgage contract which purports to exclude or unconscionably limit the equity of
redemption will be void. Therefore, a mortgage is a combination of a contract (most
commonly a contract of loan) and a property right. As considered below, the rules
relating to mortgages of land will apply to mortgages of personalty in general terms,
with the exceptions considered below.110

Legal mortgages of land
11-53 A legal mortgage is at root a contract of loan, or (for present purposes) a
contract for some other financial obligation. The mortgagee lends money to the
mortgagor which that mortgagor is required to repay over the contractually specified
period together with periodical amounts of interest. As a contract, the mortgage is
governed primarily by questions of contract law as to its formation, its terms, and its
termination. The mortgage differs from an ordinary contract of loan in that the
mortgagee acquires the rights of a mortgagee over identified assets of the mortgagor.
The mortgage is said to be a proprietary interest in the mortgaged property because
the mortgagee’s right can be registered at the Land Registry as such, and because the
mortgagee acquires rights to take possession of that property in the event of some
breach of the loan contract, or to sell that property, or to have foreclosure of the
mortgage contract and so take the mortgagor’s title in the mortgaged property. It was
charges, describing them as ensuring that “the owner of the property retains an equity of redemption to
have the property restored to him when the liability has been discharged”. It is suggested that these
remarks be read as a general description of the role of charges in insolvency proceedings and not as a
commentary on the distinction between mortgages and charges.
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the intervention of the courts of equity in the early case law which ensured that the
mortgagor would have an equity of redemption: meaning that, once the underlying
obligation had been redeemed, the mortgagor would recover title in the property
which had previously been subject to the mortgage unencumbered by that mortgage.
In relation to mortgages of land governed by s.85 of the Law of Property Act 1925
(“LPA”) the mortgagee acquires both rights of possession at common law and rights
of sale under statute. As provided by s.85 LPA 1925:
‘(1)
A mortgage of an estate in fee simple shall only be capable of being
effected at law either by a demise for a term of years absolute, subject to a
provision for cesser on redemption, or by a charge by deed expressed to be by
way of legal mortgage …’
The courts have been astute to ensure that there is equity between parties to a
relationship where one party takes out a mortgage without the knowledge or informed
consent of the other party. Where the mortgagor is subject to some overriding
obligation in equity in favour of some other person, the mortgagee may not be able to
enforce its rights to repossession or sale against that other person.111

Legal mortgages of personalty
11-54 Mortgages of personalty may take effect as legal mortgages or as equitable
mortgages and either as mortgages of choses in action, possibly taking effect by
means deposit of title deeds or otherwise by common intention of the parties, or as
mortgages of chattels, possibly taking effect by documentation falling under the Bills
of Sale Act 1882 as considered below. 112 The mortgagee will have a power of sale and
a power of foreclosure, as considered in the next section.113
11-55 The mortgage must be distinguished from a mere pledge, considered later in
this chapter.114 A pledgee of property can obtain a sale of the pledged property on
application to the court or otherwise under the terms of the contract containing the
pledge, which is ostensibly similar to the mortgagee’s power to obtain sale, but
importantly a pledgee cannot acquire foreclosure in the way that a mortgagee can.115
A pledge merely gives a right of possession and not a right of ownership, whilst also
securing the plegor’s obligation to make payment.
11-56 A legal mortgage of chattels will grant the mortgagee the statutory power
sale under s.101 LPA 1925 provided that the mortgage is created by deed,
considered in the next section relation to the mortgagee’s remedies. Mortgages
chattels can be created orally provided that the parties demonstrate an intention
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create a mortgage over that property.116 If the mortgage is not made by deed, then the
case law, principally in the courts of equity, has developed a principle to the effect
that the mortgagee will have a power of sale analogous to that in the statute, which is
exercisable provided that the mortgagee has given reasonable notice or that the
mortgage contract provides for a time at which the power of sale can be exercised.117
The mortgagee of personalty also has a right of foreclosure.118 One significant
distinction on the authorities between a pledge, in the form of a pawn arrangement,
and a mortgage in this context is that if the arrangement grants the secured party an
immediate right to take ownership of the secured property then that would constitute a
mortgage, whereas if the parties’ contract merely suggested that the secured party
would have certain rights and powers in the future after the happening of some
contingency then that would be merely a pledge.119
11-57 It should be noted that a mortgagee, under a transaction the documentation of
which is governed by the Bills of Sale Act 1882, may have its right to seize and sell
the mortgaged property restricted by that Act.120 In general terms that Act will apply
in relation to transfers of goods where the seller retains possession of those goods and
the transfer is effected or evidenced by a document so as to take security in that
property. An exception to this principle is the situation in which the transfer is a sale
of goods made as part of the ordinary course of a trade.121 However, a mortgage will
not be a sale of goods because the mortgagor’s equity of redemption evidences an
intention not to part with absolute title in the goods.122 Any such document securing a
right to have money repaid will be void between the parties and against third parties if
it is not registered under the Act and if the document does not contain a schedule of
the goods secured by means of that bill.123 In the event that the bill is void, the parties
retain the right to sue for recovery of loan moneys at common law in an action for
money had and received.124

The mortgagee’s remedies
The available remedies
11-58 A mortgagee of land has four principal remedies, variously the rights to: sale,
foreclosure, possession, and the appointment of a receiver.125 A mortgagee of chattels
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has two remedies: sale and foreclosure. By contrast an equitable chargee under a mere
charge has only two remedies: sale and the appointment of a receiver.126

The mortgagee’s power of sale
11-59 The mortgagee’s power of sale in s.101 of the Law of Property Act 1925
(“LPA 1925”) apply both to mortgages of land and of chattels, as well as to charges
and to liens,127 provided that the right has been created by deed. The mortgagee
acquires statutorily provided powers of sale over the mortgaged property by one of
two routes. The first is the specific power of sale set out under s.101 LPA 1925 on the
following terms:
‘(1)
A mortgagee, where the mortgage is made by deed, shall, by virtue of
this Act, have the following powers, to the like extent as if they had been in
terms conferred by the mortgage deed, but not further (namely):(i) A power, when the mortgage money has become due, to sell, or to
concur with any other person in selling, the mortgaged property, or any
part thereof, either subject to prior charges or not, and either together
or in lots, by public auction or by private contract, subject to such
conditions respecting title, or evidence of title, or other matter, as the
mortgagee thinks fit, with power to vary any contract for sale, and to
buy in at an auction, or to rescind any contract for sale, and to re-sell,
without being answerable for any loss occasioned thereby; …’
For this power of sale to be exercisable the mortgage must have been contained in a
deed. Furthermore, s.101 LPA 1925 grants a power to sell when the “mortgage money
has become due”. As is considered in the next section, the definition of “mortgage”
for the purposes of the LPA 1925128 includes charges and liens but the power is
limited on its face to circumstances in which the underlying obligation is an
obligation to pay money. This power is subject to the provisions of s.103 which
require that there have been notice given by the mortgagee of arrears together with
three months arrears,129 or that some interest is in arrears and has continued to be so
for two months,130 or that there has been a breach of some other provision in the
mortgage contract.131 The mortgagee has a power to sell free from any rights or
interests to which the mortgage has priority.132
The mortgagee may also seek a sale as a person with an interest in the property under
s.91 of the 1925 Act, as is considered below in relation to the rights of the mortgagor.

The extension of the power of sale to charges and liens
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11-60 The definition of the term “mortgage” for the purposes of the 1925 Act is as
follows:
‘“mortgage” includes any charge or lien on any property for securing money
or money’s worth; “legal mortgage” means a mortgage by demise or
subdemise or a charge by way of legal mortgage and “legal mortgagee” has a
corresponding meaning …’
Therefore, as is considered below, the statutory remedy of sale under s.101 in relation
(on its face) to mortgages applies also in relation to charges and liens provided that
those charges or liens have been created by deed.133 The various positions in relation
to charges and liens not created by deed are considered in turn below.

The right of foreclosure
11-61 The right of foreclosure is a right to terminate the mortgage contract and to
vest the mortgagee with absolute title in the mortgaged property. This is a relic of the
old structure for mortgages whereby the mortgagee would take an outright transfer of
title in the mortgaged property in return for the loan, such that any right of use granted
to the mortgagor could reasonably be foreclosed so as to vest the mortgagee with
unencumbered title. In more modern mortgages law, the mortgagee is still considered
to be the owner of the mortgaged property at common law and it is only equity,
through the equity of redemption, which recognises rights in the mortgagor.134
The right of foreclosure arises once the mortgage moneys have become due at
common law.135 Foreclosure is available when the date for redemption has passed, or
when there has been some failure to make payment under the contract in accordance
with a term of that contract, or on the occurrence of some other breach of a material
term of the contract. If the contract provides for any condition precedent for
foreclosure or for any procedure necessary to acquire foreclosure, then those
provisions will be binding on the mortgagee.136 Foreclosure is the most common
award for equitable mortgagees.137 Proceedings are commenced under Part 8 of the
Civil Procedure Rules. On award of foreclosure, the mortgagor’s equity of redemption
is extinguished138 and the fee simple or term of years, as appropriate, becomes vested
in the mortgagee.139

The right of possession
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11-62 At common law, a mortgagee may seek possession of the mortgaged property,
to employ the legend, “even before the ink is dry on the contract”.140 In relation to
land, this enables the mortgagee to go into possession of the land so as to turn it to
account, for example, while the mortgagee awaits an increase in the sale value of the
mortgaged property. The right of possession, consequently, is most commonly a
mechanism for protecting an anticipated flow of income in relation to the mortgaged
property. Relief may be available in relation to mortgages of land where the
mortgagor can demonstrate a reasonable likelihood of being able to repay the
mortgage debt in the future.141

The right to appoint a receiver
11-63 A mortgagee might prefer to have a management agent appointed to oversee
the treatment of the mortgaged property. This is unlikely in the case of collateral for
derivatives contracts unless, for example, a commodity were posted physically as
collateral such that a professional manager of that commodity would be required. The
statutory right to appoint a receiver arises under s.101 LPA 1925 in the following
terms:
‘(1)
A mortgagee, where the mortgage is made by deed, shall, by virtue of
this Act, have the following powers, to the like extent as if they had been in
terms conferred by the mortgage deed, but not further (namely):(iii) A power, when the mortgage money has become due, to appoint a
receiver of the income of the mortgaged property or any part thereof;
or, if the mortgaged property consists of an interest in income … a
receiver of that property or any part thereof …’
This right is therefore exercisable in relation to mortgages made by deed and in
relation to which money has become due. The mortgagee is expected to act in good
faith in exercising this power but owes no duty of care to the mortgagor in this
regard.142

The rights of the mortgagor
11-64 The mortgagor may wish to sell the property if it is expedient to bring the
mortgage contract to an end. There is a further means of seeking sale under the LPA
1925. The second means of sale is accessible by ‘[a]ny person entitled to redeem
mortgaged property may have a judgment or order for sale instead …’ under s.91(1)
LPA 1925. In short, any person entitled to redemption may apply to the court for the
property to be sold. In considering s.91 of the 1925 Act, it will emerge that the courts
have been active in extending in the powers of the mortgagee to make their own
decisions about whether or not to sell the property immediately after repossession. It
is clearly in the interest of the mortgagor to sell a property in a falling housing market,
140
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or in situations in which the outstanding mortgage debt will continue to rise as a result
of the mortgagee’s decision not to sell the property immediately.
Therefore, s.91 LPA 1925 has generally been used as a defence by the mortgagor to
prevent itself from suffering from unconscionable and oppressive actions of
mortgagees who are seeking to lock a mortgagor into a mortgage contract over which
the debt is increasing. So, in Palk v Mortgage Services Funding Ltd 143 Nicholls V-C
held that a mortgagor would be entitled to an order for sale when the mortgagee was
refusing to agree to sell mortgaged property in relation to which the mortgagor could
not meet his repayments in the context of a falling housing market which had locked
the mortgagor into a steeply spiralling debt. On the basis that the mortgagor was an
individual who had not consented to becoming a speculator on the housing market
and because the bargaining power was loaded entirely in favour of the mortgagee, it
was ordered that a sale be effected immediately. By contrast with the high-water mark
for mortgagor protection in Palk v Mortgage Services Funding Ltd, the Court of
Appeal has accepted latterly that it is the mortgagee who is entitled to retain control
over the business of dealing with the property after repossession.144 This emerges
most clearly from the decisions of Phillips and Millett LJJ in Cheltenham &
Gloucester BS v Krausz145 where a premium was placed both on the mortgagee’s
power to control the process of sale and on the need for the mortgagee to recover its
debt.
The important further question is then as to the manner in which the mortgagee is
required to act in relation to its power of sale. In relation to the power to sell under
s.101 LPA 1925, the mortgagee is not obliged to act as a fiduciary for the mortgagor
and is entitled to conduct the sale as it wishes in its own interests146 provided that it
acts neither negligently nor fraudulently in so doing.147
11-65 A mortgage contract may be set aside if the mortgage contract was procured
through some undue influence or misrepresentation exercised over the mortgagor or
any surety.148 For the detail of this doctrine in this context, the reader is referred to the
literature on the law of real property.149 There is a final, general mechanism to relieve
the mortgagor: if the mortgagee is seeking to enforce its rights under the mortgage for
purposes other than the preservation of its security then a court of equity may prevent
a sale of the property for that ulterior purpose.150
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Equitable mortgages
The nature of an equitable mortgage
11-66 An equitable mortgage can arise in one of four circumstances. First, it might
be that the mortgage is taken out over a merely equitable interest in property.151 As
such the mortgage itself could only be equitable. An example would be the situation
in which it is an equitable lease or an equitable interest under a trust which is used as
security for the loan moneys.152
11-67 Second, it might be that there is only an informally created mortgage
insufficient to create a legal mortgage, for example a mortgage of over land which
does not comply with ss.85 and 86 of the Law of Property Act 1925 for the creation of
a mortgage which constitutes a legal interest in land. In applying the equitable
principle that equity looks upon as done that which ought to have been done, the
contract is deemed to grant rights in specific performance to the contracting parties
and therefore to create a mortgage in equity in line with the doctrine in Walsh v.
Lonsdale.153 It was required that the money have been advanced before such a
contract would become specifically enforceable as a contract and not merely
remediable by payment of damages.154
11-68 Third, the charge might be created as merely an equitable charge, for example
in circumstances in which property is charged by way of an equitable obligation to
pay money. Such a charge arises on the cases only in situations in which the charge so
created exists to effect discharge of a debt.155 The effect of this form of charge would
be that the court would decree a sale of the property if the moneys were not repaid.156
11-69 Fourth, in relation to land, an equitable mortgage takes effect by way of
deposit of title deeds.157 Under that doctrine, the deposit of title deeds over property
by the mortgagor with a mortgagee was, of itself, taken to create an equitable
mortgage by dint of being an act of partial performance of that mortgage under s.40 of
the LPA 1925. While s.40 has now been repealed,158 the doctrine of proprietary
estoppel continues to provide that where an assurance has been made by one party to
another that that other party shall receive some property right and that other party acts
to their detriment in reliance on that assurance, then proprietary estoppel gives the
court the discretion to award that right. The case of Yaxley v. Gotts 159 has seen the
courts uphold a doctrine similar in effect to the old doctrine of part performance by
holding that, despite the enactment of s.2 of the Law of Property (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act 1989, the court will award the property rights sought to avoid
151
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detriment being suffered by the claimant. In consequence, an equitable mortgage
could be effected still if one party could demonstrate that the other party to the
putative mortgage had induced them to suffer some detriment in reliance on the
creation of that mortgage.

The nature of charges
11-70 Charges, as opposed to mortgages, take effect only in equity.160 This section
will consider charges which do not take effect by way of mortgage, whereas
mortgages were considered above. Charges grant a right to seize property in the event
that the chargor does not perform some underlying obligation, for example to pay
money under a contract of loan; importantly, though, a mere charge does not grant the
chargee an immediate right in the charged property in the manner that a mortgage
grants the mortgagee such an immediate right of ownership in the mortgaged
property.161 As the current authors of Fisher and Lightwood’s Law of Mortgage put
the matter:
‘A charge is a security whereby real or personal property is appropriated for
the discharge of a debt or other obligation, but which does not pass either an
absolute or a special property in the subject of the security to the creditor, nor
any right to possession. In the event of non-payment of the debt, the creditor’s
right of realisation is by judicial process.’162
Thus a chargee has a right to apply to the court to seek a right to seize the charged
property and to sell it so as to realise the amount owed to it.163 Any surplus realised on
sale will be held on constructive trust for the chargor. 164 Charges are created by
agreement of the parties, whether by means of contract, settlement, will or by the
appropriation of personalty for the discharge of the chargor’s obligations to the
chargee. There is no specific formality for the creation of a charge over personalty.165
Rather, the court will look to the intention of the parties. By contrast, a charge by way
of a contract over land or an interest in land must be contained in a single document
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signed by the parties containing all of the terms of that contract.166 A charge over
after-acquired property will not be effective.167 Thus a charge over a mere spes (or,
expectancy of receiving property in the future) will not be effective either because the
chargor would have no right in the property at the time of purporting to create the
charge.168 However, where consideration is given for the grant of the charge, then
there is authority for the charge taking effect at the time stipulated in the contract.169

Distinguishing charges from other structures
11-71 There is a doctrinal distinction between mortgages and charges due to the
immediate right of ownership granted to a mortgagee by a mortgage which is not
granted by an ordinary charge.170 In contrasting an equitable charge with an equitable
mortgage, the following dicta of Buckley LJ illustrate the great similarity between the
concepts which has appeared in a number of the decided cases but also illustrate the
need to maintain a distinction between those two concepts:
‘An equitable charge may, it is said, take the form either of an equitable
mortgage or of an equitable charge not by way of mortgage. An equitable
mortgage is created when the legal owner of the property constituting the
security enters into some instrument or does some act which, though
insufficient to confer a legal estate or title in the subject matter upon the
mortgage, nevertheless demonstrates a binding intention to create a security in
favour of the mortgagee, or in other words evidences a contract to do so … An
equitable charge which is not an equitable mortgage is said to be created when
property is expressly or constructively made liable, or specially appropriated,
to the discharge of a debt or some other obligation, and confers on the chargee
a right of realisation by judicial process, that is to say, by the appointment of a
receiver or an order for sale.’171
An equitable charge, then, grants the secured party some right by virtue of the parties’
contract to sell the assets provided by way of security,172 whether that property is held
at the time of the creation of charge or whether it is only capable of first coming into
existence once the specific property comes into the hands of the chargor.173 The key
166
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to that charge being an equitable charge is that it is specifically enforceable by virtue
of the contract: it is therefore the equitable remedy of specific performance which
gives rise to the right as an equitable right.174 A floating charge is an example of an
equitable charge, also arising in equity rather than at common law. The existence of
such a charge may be deduced from the circumstances provided that the property to
be subject to the charge, provided that it is a fixed charge, is sufficiently
ascertainable.175

Whether or not a charge may create a proprietary right
11-72 Ordinarily, as considered above, a charge does not technically create a
proprietary right for the chargee but rather creates a right to judicial process which
will then empower the chargee to seize the charged property if an underlying debt or
other obligation has not been satisfied in good time or in accordance with the terms of
the appropriate contract.176 Nevertheless, there are two recent decisions of the House
of Lords in which it has been suggested that charges create proprietary rights,177 in
spite of the strict position under the case law which has distinguished between charges
and other structures which create proprietary rights such as trusts and mortgages. Lord
Hoffmann perhaps demonstrated the judicial attitude to such technical niceties when
he held that ‘the law is fashioned to suit the practicalities of life and legal concepts
like “proprietary interest” and “charge” are no more than labels given to clusters of
related and self-consistent rules of law.’ 178 It was recognised by Lord Hoffmann in Re
BCCI (No 8)179 that, while a charge may be described as creating a proprietary right,
nevertheless a “charge is a security interest created without any transfer of title or
possession to the beneficiary”.180 Thus, any proprietary right is not achieved by means
of a transfer of title (by which it is assumed his Lordship meant a transfer of outright
title, as opposed merely to a transfer of an equitable interest) nor by means of a
transfer of possession. Nevertheless, it is suggested that it is only in relation to a fixed
charge that there could be said to be such a proprietary right. Thus Lord Scott has held
that
“the essential characteristic of a floating charge, the characteristic that
distinguishes it from a fixed charge, is that the asset subject to the charge is
not finally appropriated as a security for the payment of the debt until the
occurrence of some future event.”181
Thus, in relation to a floating charge, there is no appropriation of any property subject
to the charge until the event happens which is defined in the terms of the charge as
crystallising that right. Consequently, it is suggested, there cannot be a right in any
identified property before crystallization occurs under a floating charge. By contrast,
174
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in relation to a fixed charge, there must necessarily be some property which is
segregated or separately identified so that it can be subjected to the charge:
consequently, it might be possible to think of this fixed charge as creating a right in
property. However, even in relation to a fixed charge the property right is contingent
on the underlying debt not being paid and an application being made to seize the
charged property: therefore, if the chargee’s right under a charge is a proprietary right,
it is not a proprietary right equivalent to the rights of a beneficiary under a trust
(which comes into existence at the time of the creation of the trust182). As Lord
Walker has expressed the operation of a fixed charge:
‘Under a fixed charge the assets charged as security are permanently
appropriated to the payment of the sum charged, in such a way as to give the
chargee a proprietary interest in the assets.’183
Thus, the chargee is considered to have rights permanently segregated so as to be
subjected to the charge. The element, it is suggested, which is missing from this
definition is the contingent nature of even a fixed charge: there is no right, unless
something to the contrary is made clear in the terms of the charge, to seize the
charged property unless and until there has been some default under the payment
obligation under the charge. By contrast, in relation specifically to mortgages, the
mortgagee has a right of possession at common law “even before the ink is dry on the
contract”.184
11-73 Unlike equitable liens (considered below185) and particular types of charges
created by statute, charges are ordinarily created by agreement between the parties.
Equitable liens are imposed by operation of law, albeit that the right of seizure under
an equitable lien will generally give rise to an equitable charge which empowers the
secured party to sell the property.186
The following sections consider, respectively: fixed charges, floating charges, and
then more specifically charges over book debts.

Fixed charges
The nature of a fixed equitable charge
11-74 A fixed charge grants contingent proprietary rights to the rightholder (subject
to what was said in para 11-72 above) entitling the rightholder to take full proprietary
rights over the charged property, the contingency being that the chargor must have
defaulted in some defined obligation.187 The essential nature of a charge has been
expressed in the following terms:
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‘… any contract which, by way of security for the payment of a debt, confers
an interest in property defeasible or destructible upon payment of such debt, or
appropriates such property for the discharge of the debt, must necessarily be
regarded as creating a mortgage or charge, as the case may be. The existence
of the equity of redemption is quite inconsistent with the existence of a bare
trustee-beneficiary relationship.’188
Thus the distinction between a fixed charge and a trust is that the interests of a
beneficiary under a trust are not capable of being expunged simply by payment of a
debt, whereas that is precisely the nature of the property rights under a mortgage or
charge. The equity of redemption is precisely that expression of the need for a
mortgage or charge to be valid that the chargor be able to extinguish those property
rights in the chargee by discharge of the debt.189
It is possible, however, for a retention of title clause to mutate into a charge: that is, if
the property retained were segregated under the terms of the contract explicitly so that
if the other party performed its obligations then it would be entitled to that property,
then it could be said that a charge had been created over that segregated property.
However, this charge would fail if the other party failed to make the payments
required by the contract. Alternatively, if the property were not so mixed or, even if
the property were separately identifiable, the contract made clear that no rights by
way of a charge were intended to have been created then the property would remain
absolutely the property of the person who retained those rights of ownership.

Certainty of subject matter
11-75 In relation to a fixed charge, it is necessary that the charged property is
sufficiently identifiable.190 Therefore, the reader is referred to the discussion of
certainty of subject matter (in relation to trusts) earlier in this chapter.191 Without such
certainty of the subject matter of the charge, that charge cannot be valid, unless its
proper analysis is as a floating charge, as considered below.

The remedies of the chargee
11-76 The remedies of a chargee are sale and the appointment of a receiver. An
equitable chargee will not be entitled to foreclosure192 nor to possession:193 these two
remedies arise only in relation to mortgages.194
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Floating charges
11-77 By contrast with a fixed charge, in which the rights attach to identified
property, a floating charge has a defined value which takes effect over a range of
property but not over any specific property until the point in time at which it
crystallises.195 A floating charge is different from a fixed charge in that the chargor is
entitled to deal with the property over which the charge floats without reference to the
chargee, unlike a fixed charge which restrains the chargor from dealing with the
charged property without accounting to the chargee.196
A floating charge will usually be identified by reference to the following factors:
‘(1) If it is a charge on a class of assets of a company present and future; (2) if
that class is one which, in the ordinary course of business of the company,
would be changing from time to time; and (3) if you find that by the charge it
is contemplated that, until some future step is taken by or on behalf of those
interested in the charge, the company may carry on its business in the ordinary
way so far as concerns the particular class of assets I am dealing with.’197
Therefore, a floating charge enables the owner of that property to continue to use it as
though unencumbered by any other rights.198 The only difficulty then arises on how to
deal with the property once the chargee seeks to enforce its rights. In this sense there
is a narrow line in many cases between a floating charge and either a fixed charge or a
trust. For example, a provision which purported to create a trust over “the remaining
part of what is left” from a fund would not be sufficiently certain to create a trust nor
a fixed charge because the identity of the precise property at issue could not be
known.199 The alternative analysis of such provisions is then that they create a mere
floating charge such that the person seeking to enforce the arrangement would acquire
only a right of a given value which related to a general pool of property without that
right attaching to any particular part of it. Such a structure would be weaker than a
proprietary trust right in the event of an insolvency because the rightholder could not
identify any particular property to which the right attached.200 One means of
identifying the difference between a fixed and a floating charge is the following one:
‘A [fixed, or] specific charge … is one that without more fastens on
ascertained and definite property or property capable of being ascertained and
defined; a floating charge, on the other hand, is ambulatory and shifting in its
nature, hovering over and so to speak floating with the property which it is
intended to effect until some event occurs or some act is done which causes it
to settle and fasten on the subject of the charge within its reach and grasp.’201
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What, perhaps, that statement does not encapsulate however is the acid test for the
distinction between floating and fixed charges: whether or not the chargor is entitled
to deal with the property as though the charge did not exist, something which is a
feature of a floating but not a fixed charge.
11-78 A floating charge comes into existence by virtue of some contractual provision
which grants the chargee rights of a given value over a fund of property which is
greater in size than that right or which contains property the identity of which may
change from time-to-time.202 So, in Clough Mill v. Martin203 a supplier of yarn had
entered into a contract with a clothes manufacturer under which the supplier was
granted proprietary rights in any unused yarn and, significantly, in any clothes made
with that yarn until it received payment from the clothes manufacturer. It was held by
the Court of Appeal that there was insufficient intention to create a trust over any
particular stock of clothing. In part, the court considered the fact that the identity of
the property over which the supplier’s proprietary rights were to have taken effect
changed from time to time and that those proprietary rights took effect over a stock of
property larger than the value of the rights which the supplier was to have received. It
need not matter that the charge is expressed by contract to be a fixed charge if in fact
the court considers that it can only be a floating charge due to the changeability of the
fund of property held.204
11-79 That the rights of the chargee do not bite until the charge itself has crystallised
creates a complex form of right.205 The right is necessarily contingent on the chargor
committing some default under the terms of the contract giving rise to the charge. The
chargor is able to dispose of the property in the fund and deal with it in the ordinary
course of events.206 Once that default has been committed, it is said that the charge
will crystallise at that time but, simply as a matter of logic, it is not always clear even
then over which property this charge bites. Suppose that there is more property in the
fund than is necessary to discharge the value specified in the contract giving rise to
the charge: in that case it cannot be the case that the chargee can acquire property
rights in that surplus. Similarly, in the event that there is less than the amount required
to discharge the charge in the fund and, perhaps, if there were more than one such
claim against the fund, it could not be said that the chargee necessarily has property
rights in the fund which could necessary take priority in an insolvency. However, the
floating charge would give rise to some rights in the holders of those rights against
that general fund.207

Charges over book debts
Registration of a book debt as a charge
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11-79 One particular, recurring problem with taking charges in the context of
financial transactions is that of taking charges over book debts. There have been two
particular issues in the decided cases. The first issue is how a charge can be taken
over a debt, in particular a debt which may only be paid in the future.208 The second
issue is this: if a bank holds an account for its customer, which is therefore a debt
owed by the bank to its customer while that account is in credit, can that bank take a
charge over that account even though the account is in itself a debt which it owes to
its customer? A “book debt” need not refer only to bank accounts – although that is
the clearest example in relation to financial transactions – but rather can refer to any
debt accrued in the course of a business and owed to the proprietor of that business.209
This question is considered in chapter 13 Set-off and netting specifically in relation to
set-off on insolvency;210 whereas this section considers the possibility of a charge
over such book debts in general terms.
The importance of identifying an agreement as being or not being a book debt is that
such a charge may require registration under s.395 and s.396 of the Companies Act
1985.211 Section 395 provides that:
‘(1)… a charge created by a company registered in England and Wales and
being a charge to which this section applies is, so far as any security on the
company’s property or undertaking is conferred by the charge, void against the
liquidator [or administrator] and any creditor of the company, unless the
prescribed particulars of the charge together with the instrument (if any) by
which the charge is created or evidenced, are delivered to or received by the
registrar of companies for registration in the manner required by this Chapter
within 21 days after the date of the charge’s creation.
(2) Subsection (1) is without prejudice to any contract or obligation for
repayment of the money secured by the charge; and when a charge becomes
void under this section, the money secured by it immediately becomes
payable.’
Those types of charge which require registration are defined in s.396 in the following
manner:
‘(1) Section 395 applies to the following charges –
(a) a charge for the purpose of securing any issue of debentures,
(b) a charge on uncalled share capital of the company,
(c) a charge created or evidenced by an instrument which, if executed
by an individual, would require registration as a bill of sale,
(d) a charge on land …,
(e) a charge on the book debts of the company,
(f) a floating charge on the company’s undertaking or property,
(g) a charge on calls made but not paid, …
208
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(4) … “charge” includes mortgage.’
Therefore, within the terms of the legislation, “a charge on the book debts of the
company” is caught within those forms of charge which require registration. It has
been held that a “customer’s balance with a bank is not within the expression “all
book debts and other debts”’,212 although the authorities which have advanced this
proposition have been doubted in general terms. 213 Lord Hoffmann in Re BCCI (No
8)214 refused to rule definitively on the question whether or not an ordinary bank
deposit constituted a “book debt” of that bank, but he did not disapprove (and perhaps
could be read as having approved) the judgment of Lord Hutton in Northern Bank v
Ross215 to the effect that “in the case of deposits with banks, an obligation to register
[under s.395] is unlikely to arise”.
For the purposes of taking security in derivatives transactions references to charges on
book debts and floating charges are of particular significance, although the remaining
forms of charge and mortgage may potentially be significant. Under a personal
collateral structure, as considered in chapter 12, whereby assets are transferred
outright to a secured party such that that secured party bears only a debt to repay an
equivalent amount in the event that its counterparty performs its obligations under the
derivatives contract properly, then it is suggested that such a repayment under the
collateral agreement may constitute a book debt. Thus, failure to register such a
charge renders that charge unenforceable216 and in consequence the chargee loses its
priority in relation to an insolvency.217 Furthermore, every officer of the company in
default is liable to a fine.218 In circumstances where at the date of the creation of an
agreement there is a charge over property, then that charge is registrable;219 whereas if
no charge is created at the time of the creation of the agreement then there will not be
a book debt requiring registration as a charge, even if such a charge might be created
subsequently.220
The question of whether a charge is to be considered a fixed or a floating charge in
general terms was considered above221 and is considered below in relation specifically
to charges over book debts.

The particular problem of future book debts
11-80 As a consequence, the possibility arises that a registrable charge may be
created over future book debts; that is, some obligation which has not yet become
payable.222 This type of asset include debts which remain uncollected but which are
212
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recorded as assets on the company’s books. That rights taken over such uncollected
debts could constitute a registrable charge under s.396 of the Companies Act 1985 or
whether they should grant priority rights in an insolvency are propositions which have
caused great difficulty on the case law. At one level the case law has been concerned
to distinguish between situations in which such charges are fixed charges or merely
floating charges, a question considered above223 which turns on whether or not the
chargor has the right to use the property subject to the charge freely as though its
rights were unencumbered by any fixed charge.
11-81 At this stage were are concerned with the second issue which related to the
particular question of whether or not the chargee could take the benefit of a fixed
charge in relation to the priority it accords and yet grant the chargor the right to use
the proceeds of the charged property as though there were no charge. The House of
Lords in Re Spectrum Plus Ltd224 has doubted the feasibility of such structures, as
considered below. Nevertheless, there was a line of authority which had approved
such structures: including the now-overruled decision of Slade J in Siebe Gorman &
Co Ltd v Barclays Bank225 So, in Re Brightlife226 a company purported to grant a fixed
charge over its present and future book debts and a floating charge over all its other
assets to its bank. While the company was not entitled to factor or otherwise deal with
the debts it had collected, it was entitled to pay all uncollected debts into its general
bank account. It was held that, on a proper construction of the parties’ agreement, this
general bank account was outwith the scope of the fixed charge and therefore it was
held that the debts paid into the general bank account were subject only to a floating
charge.
The decision in Re Brightlife 227 and other cases228 created problems for banks and
their customers. It was important for the customer that it be free to use all the money
in its bank account as part of its circulating capital, but for the banks it became
advantageous to have some form of control over the customer’s use of its bank
account to retain the rights attributable to a fixed charge.229 In consequence a new
form of charge structure was created which purported to create two charges: one
which imposed a fixed charge on the uncollected book debts and a floating charge
over the proceeds of those debts once collected. In consequence the bank would have
a proprietary right in all of the debts which remained to be collected in but the
customer would have free use of all of the cash when it had actually been collected in.
This was the structure which came before the Court of Appeal in Re New Bullas
Trading Ltd.230 Nourse LJ held that uncollected book debts were more naturally the
subject of a fixed charge because they rested immobile on the chargor’s books until
they were paid off, and that it was only once they were paid off that their cash
proceeds were more likely to be applied to the circulating capital of the enterprise and
223
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so subject only to a floating charge. In consequence, Nourse LJ held that it was not
open to the company to argue that it was entitled to remove the proceeds from the
ambit of the fixed charge simply because they were entitled to use them as part of its
circulating capital on the terms of the contract with the chargee.
11-82 This approach was disapproved of by the Privy Council in Agnew v. IRC
(“The Brumark”)231 on the basis, inter alia, that to identify uncollected book debts as
being the natural subject of a fixed charge would be to suggest that unsold trading
stock was similarly the natural subject of such a charge because it was resting unused
on the company’s books. Rather, such assets were identified as being a part of the
trader’s ordinary cash flow and therefore equally likely to be part of its circulating
cash flow and therefore equally likely to be the subject of a merely floating charge.232
Significantly the Privy Council in Agnew v. IRC considered that the suggestion in Re
New Bullas Trading Ltd that these questions were simply questions of construction of
the agreement, to see which category it occupied from case to case, was flawed.
Rather, Lord Millett advocated a two-step process whereby the court should, first,
consider the rights and obligations which the parties granted each other under their
agreement and then, secondly, seek to categorise the charge only after such an
identification of the true intentions of the parties.233 The acid test would then be, on
the construction of the agreement, whether the assets were under the free use of the
chargor such that they could be subtracted from the security offered to the chargee, or
whether they were under the restrictive control of the chargee so that they could not
be subtracted from the chargee’s security.234 To follow the New Bullas Trading
reasoning would be “entirely destructive of the floating charge”235 by virtue of the
fact that, if the contract granted the chargor the right to dispose of the proceeds of the
book debts freely as part of its circulating capital, then that right should be upheld by
the court and not interpreted of necessity as constituting a fixed charge. The central
question is, on analysis of the agreement, whether the chargor is entitled to free use of
the proceeds for its own benefit. The approach of Lord Millett in Agnew was
approved in the House of Lords in Re Spectrum Plus Ltd.236

The book debt and its proceeds capable of being subject to separate security interests
11-83 The preceding discussion still leaves open the question whether or not the cash
proceeds of a book debt can be subject to a separate charge from the uncollected book
debt itself. Importantly, Lord Millett held in Agnew v. IRC that the “[p]roperty and its
proceeds are clearly different assets.”237 Thus, it was accepted that a book debt and
the proceeds of that book debt are capable of constituting separate items of property
and capable of being subjected to charges in different ways. In this instance, one by
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way of a fixed charge and the other by way of a floating charge. It is suggested that
this is a difficult proposition precisely because the book debt’s value is necessarily
bound up in the cash flow which results from its collection and therefore to take
security over the debt and a separate security over the proceeds of the collection of
that debt is to take security twice over the same intrinsic value. It is to effect double
counting. That contention requires some elucidation.
It is true that English law has accepted that the benefit of even a non-transferable
contract has been recognised as constituting an item of property and so can be settled
on trust238 – that is, the benefit which flows from such a contract can be treated as
property distinct from the contract itself – but to do so in relation to non-transferable
contracts is to recognise that the contract itself will not be transferred and therefore
that the value deriving from it can safely be promised contractually to some other
person without fear of double counting. The point made by Lord Millett in Agnew v.
IRC is that if a charge is assigned, the assignor receives sale proceeds in consideration
for the sale and the charge continues in existence in the hands of its purchaser. By
contrast, it is said by his lordship, when the debt underlying the book debt is collected,
that book debt ceases to exist. Therefore, it is said the book debt can be separated
from its proceeds when it is assigned because the book debt continues to exist in the
hands of the purchaser and so do its sale proceeds in the hands of its seller. However,
all that this analysis recognises is that the owner of the book debt has property rights
of a given value whether as the owner of the book debt, or of the sale proceeds of the
book debt, or of the collection proceeds of that book debt: in any event, the chargor
has property of equivalent value whatever form its takes, that much is a staple of wellestablished principles of property law like tracing since time immemorial. It is not
decisive of the question whether or not to accept that the value of the book debt is
distinct from the book debt itself.
To talk of the book debt being a separate item of property from the value that attaches
to it, whether its future collection value or its assignment value, is not a wholly
convincing analysis. Rather, what is done by the attempt to segregate book debts from
their value in practice is the following thing: the chargee and chargor agree that the
chargee’s rights shall attach to any of a number of possible choses in action which the
chargor has against its debtors which remain as uncollected book debts, whereas once
those debts are collected in or are turned to account by means of assignment (where
permitted under contract) those cash proceeds pass into the hands of the chargor in
place of the book debt.239

A “specific charge” over book debts
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11-84 The House of Lords in Re Spectrum Plus Ltd240 considered a transaction in
which by means of a debenture the issuing company created a charge “by way of
specific charge” in favour of the National Westminster Bank over the company’s
book debts to secure the money owed by the company to the bank. The issue arose,
inter alia, whether this charge over present and future book debts was a fixed charge –
as the bank contended – or whether it constituted a floating charge. Significantly, the
company was prevented from dealing with the uncollected book debts but, once the
debts had been collected, there was no control placed on the company’s ability to use
those debts in the terms of the debenture. Consequently, it was held that the receipts
derived from the book debts held in the company’s account were free to be used by
the company. Therefore, regardless of the bank’s attempts to have the charge drafted
so as to appear to be a fixed charge, the charge was properly to be analysed as a
floating charge. This decision, quoted above on numerous occasions, approved the
decision of the Privy Council in Agnew v IRC.241

PLEDGES
11-85 Pledges grant the pledgee (“the secured party” or creditor) a right to
possession of the pledged property but not to ownership of those assets. The secured
party retains possession of that property until the pledgor performs its obligations
under the contract between the parties: in relation to a derivatives contract that would
be the obligation to make payment or delivery in relation to all outstanding
transactions. In the event that the pledgor fails to perform its obligations in full, then
the secured party may seek the authorisation of the court to sell the pledged property
so as to discharge the pledgor’s contractual obligations to it. A pledge can take effect
either by the actual delivery of property into the possession of the secured party with
the intention of providing that property as security for some contractual obligation, or
the pledge can be inferred from the circumstances in which a debtor has delivered
property into its creditor’s possession as disclosing such an intention to provide the
possession of that property by way of security.242
The secured party in a pledge transaction (before the secured party seeks to enforce its
security) has no ownership of the pledged property; and even though in commercial
practice it is often described as having a “special property” in the pledged assets,243
nevertheless that does not constitute ownership of the pledged property. The type of
property which may be the subject matter of a pledge is therefore restricted to
property over which possession can be transferred, such as chattels and documents
evidencing title over property (such as bills of lading or bearer securities). The detail
of the manner in which pledges are created at common law has been described in the
following way:
‘At common law a pledge could not be created except by a delivery of
possession of the thing pledged, either actual or constructive. It involved a
bailment. If the pledgor had the actual goods in his physical possession, he
240
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could effect the pledge by physical delivery; in other cases he could give
possession by some symbolic act, such as handing over the key of the store in
which they were. If, however, the goods were in the custody of a third person,
who held for the bailor so that in law his possession was that of the bailor, the
pledge could be effected by a change of the possession of the third party, that
is by an order to him from the pledgor to hold for the pledgee, the charge
being perfected by the third party attorning to the pledgee,244 that is
acknowledging that he thereupon held for him; there was thus a change of
possession and a constructive delivery; the goods in the hands of the third
party became by this process in the possession constructively of the
pledgee.’245
Therefore, a pledge can take effect by means of constructive delivery of possession or
by means of attornment.246 Alternatively, a “trust receipt” can be given in
circumstances in which the pledgee permits the pledgor to sell the pledged assets
subject to the pledge obligations so that the pledgor acts as the pledgee’s agent in
effecting that sale.247 The pledgor then becomes trustee of the sale proceeds for the
pledgee.248

The form of pledge used in some ISDA documents, which is in truth a transfer of title
11-86 This form of pledge as used in ISDA collateral arrangements is different from
a pledge as usually understood by commercial lawyers, as set out in the preceding
section, because a pledge does not transfer absolute title in the pledged property and
nor does the secured party acquire a right to re-hypothecate249 the pledged property in
the ordinary course of events. Nevertheless, these are two features of the form of
“pledge” which is created in an ISDA Credit Support Annex,250 as discussed in
chapter 12,251 whereby there is an outright transfer of “all right, title and interest” 252 in
the collateral property.
11-87 A pledge, as ordinarily understood,253 would involve the owner of property –
in the circumstances of a derivatives contract, the party required to post collateral –
parting with possession of the property by delivering it to the secured party without
giving that secured party the right to deal with that property as though its absolute
owner.254 The secured party is prevented from dealing with the property as its
absolute owner until such time as its proprietary rights crystallise, typically by reason
244
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of the counterparty’s failure to pay under the main transaction or as otherwise
provided for in the pledge agreement. In the event that those rights crystallise, thus
vesting almost absolute title in the secured party, the secured party is entitled to sell
the pledged asset to make good the counterparty’s failure in performance.
However, the secured party is described as having “almost absolute title” in these
circumstances because any surplus generated by the sale of the pledged assets over
the amount owed by the counterparty must be paid to the counterparty and as such it
is therefore not quite accurate to suggest that the secured party is absolute owner of
the pledged assets at that time. The secured party will be trustee, it is suggested, of
any such surplus between the time it is received and the time of its payment to the
counterparty. Where the surplus has not been segregated from the amount which the
secured party is entitled to retain in discharge of the counterparty’s failure to pay, then
the entire sale proceeds of the pledged assets are held on trust by the secured party in
proportion to the amount to which each party is entitled.255 It is important that the
pledgee’s rights are to apply the property to discharge the pledgor’s obligations and
are not a transfer of absolute title because such a transfer of title would entitle the
pledgee to retain any surplus in the value of the property over the debt owed to the
pledgee.256
The foregoing discussion has assumed that form of pledge typically discussed by
commercial lawyers.257 However, in financial derivatives transactions it is frequently
the case that credit support agreements will express the pledgee as being in fact the
absolute owner of the property provided by way of collateral. Therefore, the form of
pledge used in derivatives transactions will be an atypical form of pledge which is in
truth an outright transfer of title subject to a purely personal obligation to return
property of a like kind or a similar value in the event that the pledgor does perform its
obligations under the derivatives contract.258
11-88 What is most significant is that the precise rights of the secured party will turn
on the manner in which they are expressed by the pledge agreement. A pledge
agreement may provide, quite simply, that the secured party is entitled to absolute title
in the pledged assets in the event of non-performance by its counterparty, thus
establishing a different case to that set out immediately above. Significantly, such an
arrangement may not be a pledge properly so-called because the secured party would
acquire an absolute interest in the property as opposed to merely a right of possession
of that property. More commonly, a contract would provide that the secured party is
entitled to take absolute title in the pledged assets only up to the value of any amount
owed to it by its counterparty. Within this second analysis, the pledge contract might
provide that the pledgee takes no proprietary title until some default of the pledgor
identified in the agreement, and has merely a possessory interest until that time. As
witness to this analysis it was held in The Odessa 259:
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‘If the pledgee sells he does so by virtue of and to the extent of the pledgor’s
ownership, and not with a new title of his own. He must appropriate the
proceeds of the sale to the payment of the pledgor’s debt, for the money
resulting from the sale is the pledgor’s money to be so applied.’
It is suggested that that analysis must necessarily be contingent on the precise terms of
the pledge agreement and the form of rights which they purport to grant to the secured
party.260
11-89 There are then two options: either the secured party is entitled to take title in
the assets themselves or is entitled only to sell the assets and take such proportion of
those sale proceeds as is required to offset the counterparty’s outstanding obligations.
In deciding which is applicable, recourse must be had to the precise terms of the
pledge agreement.
The ISDA Credit Support Annex provides that title in property will be transferred
outright to the secured party.261 The principal issues arising from that standard
documentation are considered in detail in the next chapter.262 Put briefly, the secured
party is therefore entitled to use the assets as though absolutely entitled to them, thus
granting it full title and not merely possession. This issue was considered in chapter 3
Standard market documentation.263

LIENS
11-90 Liens typically arise by operation of law without the need for the consent of
both parties – with the exception of contractual liens – and entitle the rightholder to
retain property in his possession until a payment to which he is entitled from the
owner of the property is made to him. A lien therefore secures payment without
necessarily transferring title initially, although the rightholder may be entitled to sell
the property to generate funds to make the payment owed to it. A common law lien is
predicated on possession of the property at issue and constitutes a right to detain that
property until payment, whereas an equitable lien confers a right to apply to the court
for sale and arises irrespective of possession, as considered below. Diplock LJ
described the common law lien as a “primitive remedy”264 of a “self-help” variety
whereby the claimant has a right exercisable over goods already in his possession and
operates as a defence to the other party’s claim for recovery of those goods.265

Possessory lien
260
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General lien
11-91 A possessory lien falls into two types. The general lien enables someone who
is already in possession of property to retain that property as security for payment of
some obligation owed to it. There are particular contexts in which the common law
has accepted that such general liens will arise: in relation to solicitors,266 bankers,267
stockbrokers268 and factors269 due to a market practice which accepts that such
professionals are entitled to retain goods lodged with them by their customers to
ensure payment of their fees.270 That possession may either be a legal possession of
that property or simply possession of property as a matter of fact. Importantly the lien
is a right only to detain property pending satisfaction of an obligation and not a right
to sell it.271 If the rightholder wishes to sell the property to recover amounts owed to it
by the counterparty, then she must apply to the court for permission to effect such a
sale.272

Particular lien
11-92 Under a general lien, there need not necessarily be any link between the
property detained and the account on which the obligation to make payment arises.
This is to be distinguished from a particular lien which entitles the rightholder to
detain property to secure payment in relation to specific services tendered in
connection with that property.
A particular lien, like a general lien, arises at common law by operation of law. In
relation to a particular lien it is typically the case that the lien will only arise if the
rightholder was required to improve or to maintain the property in some way beyond
simply acting as bailee of it by way of simply holding it for safekeeping.273 This is
problematic in relation to custodians of bonds used in collateral transactions because
it is not clear whether or not the custodian will be entitled to deal with the bonds in
such a way as to give a right to a lien beyond mere bailment. However, it is suggested
that in most collateral transactions in which a custodian is used to hold the collateral
property, that custodian will typically be best analysed as being a trustee who takes
legal title in the property.274 The distinction between a bailment and a trust is that in
the former the custodian would merely take possession of the property without any
acquisition of property rights; whereas in the latter a trustee is vested with the legal
title in the property,275 a trustee is holds the equitable interest in that property for the
beneficiaries of the trust,276 and a trustee is also encumbered with the fiduciary
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obligations which are ordinarily associated with trusteeship.277 In consequence, a
question of a particular lien would only arise if there was no trust.278
It has been suggested by some commentators that such a common law lien is similar
to a pledge in that it is a right to ensure payment which bites both on the pledgor’s
failure to pay and on the basis that possession of goods has been lodged with the
plaintiff.279 Indeed it is also difficult in many circumstances to draw clear lines
between liens and vested property rights. Nevertheless, it is suggested that the
following distinction is the key: a lien does not grant any present right in property to
the rightholder whether at common law or in equity until the court makes an order
entitling the rightholder to sell the property at issue and refuting its obligations to
return that property to its previous owner.280 As considered above,281 a pledge will
typically not grant property rights either until some provision of the contract entitling
the rightholder to sell the property crystallises. A contract providing that the pledgee
has property rights is in truth a situation of outright transfer or trust and not a pledge
properly so called.

Contractual lien
11-93 A contractual lien arises by virtue of some contractual provision. Importantly,
the lien arises in relation to property which is already in the secured party’s
possession so that the secured party is able to retain that property in discharge of an
obligation owed to it by the owner of that property. There is a narrow line between a
charge and a contractual lien.282 A lien permits the rightholder to detain the property
and does not, ab initio, recognise any right in the property in like kind to a right under
a fixed charge, as considered above.283 Similarly, pledges and contractual liens seem
similar at first blush. Contractual liens recognise existing possession of property
which the holder of the property is able to retain possession of that property as
security for some obligation owed to it, whereas a pledge requires delivery of the
property to the pledgee for the purposes of security from the outset.284 While the law
relating to the interpretation of liens is frequently equivocal, on the balance of the
authorities it does appear that such a contractual lien is not exercisable unless and
until the rightholder is in possession of the property to be detained.285

Equitable lien
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11-94 An equitable lien does not arise out of contract and therefore arises without the
need for the common intention of the parties.286 An equitable lien is a manifestation of
a jurisdiction accepted by courts of equity to detain property by imposing an equitable
charge over it.287 That equitable charge in turn grants the chargee a right to apply to
the court for an order for sale of that property by means of a writ in the Chancery
Division of the High Court endorsed with a claim to be entitled to an equitable lien,288
and otherwise in the manner considered above in relation to equitable charges.289
Oddly, for a lien, therefore, the equitable lien does not depend upon pre-existing
possession of property but rather can be best understood as being a part of the
equitable jurisdiction under which the court will award an equitable lien when it is
deemed appropriate to do so. Ordinarily, the courts will award equitable liens in a
narrow range of well-established contexts. 290 Examples of equitable liens include an
equity to secure the discharge of indebtedness,291 the solicitor’s lien on property
recovered,292 a trustee’s lien in relation to her expenses,293 and in relation to contracts
for the sale of land there are the vendor’s lien over the purchase money and the
concomitant purchaser’s lien over any deposit advanced.294 The equitable lien is
predicated on there being some obligation to pay money or to do some similar act.
Equity will impose a charge in such circumstances to reflect this obligation.
There may be circumstances in which the imposition of an equitable lien will
resemble the creation of a right under proprietary estoppel principles where the
plaintiff has acted to her detriment in relation to the defendant’s property in reliance
on a representation made to her that she would thereby, for example, acquire some
interest in that property.295 However, the distinction would be that under proprietary
estoppel principles the plaintiff may acquire some right in the property296 whereas
under an equitable lien the plaintiff will acquire only the rights of a chargee to apply
for sale of the property, as already mentioned.
An equitable lien will be extinguished in circumstances in which the secured party has
taken some other right as security for the transaction.297 So, where a vendor of land
has received part payment or taken security for the payment in some other way, the
lien may not be available.298 In a similar fashion to other equitable remedies, the
equitable lien will be extinguished by delay and laches.299
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GUARANTEES AND INDEMNITIES
The distinction between guarantees and indemnities
The formalities required for a guarantee
11-95 A guarantee is a promise made by a guarantor to a creditor to honour the
performance of the obligations of some other person, the primary debtor, to that
creditor. An important distinction must be made between a guarantee and an
indemnity. A guarantee is a form of secondary liability in that the guarantor is only
liable to make payment if the primary debtor would have been liable to make
payment. In such a circumstance, the guarantor is assuming the obligation of the
primary debtor where that primary debtor defaults in the performance of its
obligations. By contrast, an indemnity is a promise to make good any loss which the
creditor suffers under a transaction whether or not the primary debtor would have
been liable to make payment. In this latter instance, it is the creditor’s loss which is
being compensated in general terms and not the primary debtor’s failure to perform
some obligation which it was at law and in equity obliged to perform. The distinction,
considered below, is a matter of construction of the terms of a contract.300
The distinction is significant because a guarantee is required to be made in writing301
whereas an indemnity has no such formality in its creation.302 Under statute, 303 ‘No
action shall be brought … whereby to charge the defendant upon any special promise
to answer for the debt, default or miscarriage of another person …’ unless there is
evidence of that promise in writing.304 Therefore, the contract of guarantee may be
created orally provided that it is evidenced in writing subsequently. The type of
evidence required is a signed note or memorandum although it is more usual in
financial markets to include all of the terms of the guarantee in one contract signed by
all of the relevant parties.
As such a guarantee will create a contract between the guarantor and the creditor,
provided that it is properly structured. Where a guarantor agrees to guarantee the
performance of a party to a derivatives contract by paying any shortfall in their
contractual obligations, that guarantor is obliged to make payment without receiving
any payment or other obligation in return. In consequence, there is a risk that there
would be no consideration moving between the promisee and the promisor such that
guarantees are created by deed, so removing the need for consideration.305 Where
consideration is required because no deed is executed, it is common to express such
consideration as taking effect by means of a forbearance on the part of the creditor
300
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from suing the primary debtor in the event that the guarantor performs the primary
debtor’s obligations.306
11-96 The distinction between a guarantee and an indemnity is a narrow one despite
its importance.307 It has been suggested by some commentators that the development
of a different principle at common law in relation to indemnities is, in part, an attempt
to circumvent the Statute of Frauds 1677.308 What is clearly required for a guarantee
is that there be some person who is liable as primary debtor and that the guarantor is
liable only if that primary debtor defaults in the performance of some obligation owed
to the creditor. However, in the event that a guarantor agrees to compensate the
creditor for any loss suffered by the creditor from the transaction, whether or not it
was owed by the primary debtor, there will be only an indemnity. There are
authorities on which the guarantor’s promise to “put the creditor in funds in the event
of the primary debtor’s failure to perform”, rather than to assume all of the obligations
of the primary debtor, have been interpreted to constituted a mere indemnity and not a
guarantee because that provision indicates a mere duty to compensate the creditor’s
loss and not necessarily to assume enforceable liabilities which the primary debtor has
repudiated.309 Similarly, if a parent company were to agree to assume all of the
liabilities of one of its subsidiaries such that the subsidiary maintained no further
obligation to the creditor, then there would be no guarantee because the parent would
either be taking an assignment of the transaction or it would be offering an indemnity
to the creditor.310
11-97 Obtaining a performance bond from a third party in the event that a
counterparty to an agreement fails to perform some delivery obligation may
nevertheless be a guarantee where it supplements the obligation of that counterparty
and does not merely compensate the creditor for general loss.311 Such a structure has
similarities to a letter of credit.312 Furthermore, the creditor will be obliged to account
for any surplus recovered from the guarantor under such a performance obligation as
well as entitled to recover any shortfall in the primary debtor’s obligation from the
guarantor.313

Guarantees forming part of a larger transaction
11-98 The foregoing formalities apply to guarantees which stand alone and not to
guarantees which form part of a larger transaction. The credit support documentation
in financial derivatives transactions is intended to constitute one single agreement
together with the master agreement, its schedule and all attendant confirmations.314 In
consequence, a guarantee executed as part of a master agreement would potentially be
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part of a larger transaction. In circumstances in which an intermediary introduced
clients to a stockbroker on condition that the intermediary would receive half the
profits or bear half the losses, as applicable, it has been held that such a guarantee to
meet those losses payable by the stockbroker constituted part of a larger
transaction.315
Therefore, a guarantee to make payment under a range of derivatives transactions
connected together with the guarantee by a master agreement might constitute such an
agreement which is part of a larger agreement. However, typically the guarantor will
not perform any part under the derivatives master agreement other than extending a
guarantee and therefore, it is suggested, merely providing a guarantee ought not in
substance to constitute that guarantee part of a larger transaction because the
guarantor receives no other benefit nor bears no other burden under that master
agreement to constitute it in truth part of a larger agreement. To make a guarantee
appear to be more likely part of such a larger agreement it is suggested that it be
expressed in that agreement that the guarantor’s participation alters the funding of the
transaction by, inter alia, reducing the credit risk component and thereby the cost to
the primary debtor of the transaction.
11-99 One further category of guarantee which does not attract the foregoing
formalities requirements is a guarantee provided by a del credere agent, that is a
guarantor who guarantees the solvency of the counterparty and nothing more.316 It
may be that a guarantee is given by a parent company that its subsidiary will not go
into insolvency during the life of the master agreement. Such a guarantee would be
different from a guarantee from that holding company that it would meet directly all
of the obligations of the subsidiary in relation to individual derivatives transactions.

Guarantees in variable amounts; notice
11-100 It is usual for guarantees in derivatives transactions to be guarantees to pay
variable amounts, depending on the obligations of the primary debtor at the time of its
failure to pay or perform. The master agreement usually provides that notice must be
given of any obligation to make payment whether in activating an event of default317
or in claiming default interest.318 Such provisions create difficulties in relation to the
legal treatment of guarantees. Where a requirement of notice is contained in the
contract before payment under such a guarantee is required, if such notice is not given
within a period identified in the contract then the guarantor’s obligation to pay will
expire.319 Where there is no expiry date on that obligation then the obligation will not
expire,320 other than under the Limitation Act in the ordinary course of events.
Similarly, if the expiry period operates only to calculate the size of the guarantor’s
obligation and not to decide whether or not it is liable at all, then such an expiry will
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not affect the guarantor’s obligation to make payment under the contract of
guarantee.321

Enforceability of guarantee
Informal guarantee unenforceable, not void
11-101 Where the foregoing formalities322 in relation to the creation of a guarantee are
not performed, the contract is not automatically void but rather is not capable of
enforcement.323 Therefore, where the guarantee is itself secured by some pledged or
deposited asset by the guarantor, that security will not in itself be void simply because
the guarantee is not enforceable.324 It would be possible that a guarantor would be
estopped from reneging on a contract for want of formality where that contract had
been partly performed in reliance on, for example, an assurance that some item of
property would be available to the creditor to secure its transaction.325 A contract of
guarantee may, in certain circumstances relating to obligations beyond simply
payment of money but perhaps relating to the provision of an annuity, be specifically
enforceable.326

Other contexts in which a guarantee will be unenforceable
11-102 Under the general law of contract, a guarantee will not be enforceable in the
following contexts, each category of which is considered elsewhere in this book.
Where a guarantee has been procured by means of fraud,327 misrepresentation328 or
undue influence,329 it will not be enforceable.330 Similarly, guarantees entered into on
the basis of mistake will be unenforceable where such mistake goes to the heart of the
contract.331
When the obligations of the primary debtor are discharged, the obligations of the
guarantor are similarly discharged.332 This position may be different under an
indemnity where the contract of indemnity identifies some loss outwith the
obligations of the primary debtor to pay for which the party providing the indemnity
is nevertheless entitled to pay.
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Rescission for non-disclosure
11-103 The common law on guarantees has developed a limited obligation to make
disclosure to the guarantor. Principally this obligation requires that disclosure be
made in relation to any aspect of the transaction which would cause the guarantor to
bear a greater obligation or risk than it would otherwise have anticipated.333 However,
this obligation will not relate simply to questions of the credit risk arising from the
transaction and will relate only to the intrinsic commercial aspects of the contract.334
In relation to derivatives contracts this is clearly an important limit on the
enforceability of a guarantee where it can be shown that the guarantor had not
understood all of the risks which it was guaranteeing. The question of the
enforceability of derivatives contracts in this sense was considered in detail in chapter
7 Liability in selling financial derivatives.335 In many transactions the ordinary
process of identifying the competence of the buyer of such a product will determine
the level of information as to the risks of the transaction which will be required to
remove the seller’s liability for, inter alia, undue influence. 336 Failure to ensure that
the risks are adequately communicated to the guarantor will entitle the guarantor to
rescind the contract of guarantee.

Alteration in the nature of the guarantor’s obligation
11-104 In the previous paragraph it was suggested that there is a limited duty of
disclosure to the guarantor of its obligations under the contract of guarantee. One
context in which changing circumstances will be important and entitle the guarantor
to rescind the contract of guarantee is where the circumstances of the transaction
change such that guarantor is found to bear substantially different liabilities from
those originally undertaken in relation to the contract of guarantee as originally
envisaged by it. Therefore, if the creditor and the primary debtor were to vary their
contract in some material way, then there would be an entitlement in the guarantor to
rescind its guarantee.337 In relation to a derivatives contract this would seem to
include a transaction which is altered such that the risks associated with its failure are
greatly enhanced.
11-105 Two difficult questions arise outwith these authorities. First, in what
circumstances will an alteration in the market on which a derivatives transaction is
based be such that the contract of guarantee can be taken to have been rescinded on
this basis? For example, if there were an unexpectedly sharp movement in interest
rates, would a guarantee over an interest rate swap be unenforceable on the basis that
such a movement in market rates was outwith the volatility which the parties could
have expected? It is suggested that the discussion of the doctrine of frustration would
apply in this circumstance338 whereby the parties would have to demonstrate that there
333
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was some clearly expressed understanding of the risks which would and which would
not be borne by each of them in their contract. It is suggested that the courts will look
to the expertise of the parties in relation to such financial instruments when deciding
whether or not those parties ought to have understood that interest rate swaps are
subject to movements in interest rates of whatever magnitude; where such a party is
considered sufficiently expert to understand the risk, it will be considered bound to
perform its contract whatever those market movements.339
11-106 Second, it is not clear how brittle the parties intentions would need to be. By
that is meant the following. When the creditor and primary debtor enter into a
derivatives contract they do so for a number of reasons,340 ranging from hedging a
risk to generating some speculative profit. If the profitability of the transaction
changes, do the parties intentions change if they choose to maintain the transaction? It
should be remembered that guarantees are frequently used to cover all of the
transactions entered into under a master agreement and therefore there will be a range
of intentions applicable to that range of transactions such that it would be difficult to
know whether or not the parties’ change of purpose in relation to one group of
transactions would affect the enforceability of a guarantee executed in relation to all
of their transactions.
11-107 Furthermore, the creditor will owe duties of good faith to the guarantor in
relation to the realisation of any security; for example, where land has been provided
by way of mortgage as part of the guarantee and that land is sold at an unreasonably
low price by the mortgagee to one of its associates.341

Commercial issues with the drafting of guarantees
11-108 This work is not large enough to encompass all of the law on guarantees,
particularly given that the details of any contract of guarantee turn on the precise
circumstances and requirements of the parties. There is no particular aspect of derivatives
which requires a different legal or guarantee treatment. The complications tend to relate
commercial difficulties which require the lawyer to interpret them into documentation.
The credit aspects of finding a company of sufficient credit worth to give the guarantee
are not specifically legal problems. The solutions lie either in conducting transactions
with the highly credit-rated entity or ensuring that the guarantee forms a credit support
agreement under the master agreement. The commercial risk that is taken with a
guarantee is that the surety or guarantor fails to perform under that agreement. The partial
advantage of the collateral arrangement is that some asset is provided in advance of the
contractual date of performance of the transaction. Therefore, provided that the collateral
agreement is effective under the laws of all relevant jurisdictions, the seller is able to
recover the fraction of its loss bargained for when creating the collateral arrangement.
Typically, it is advantageous for the creditor to seek a guarantee which is “irrevocable
and unconditional” as opposed to one which is couched in exclusion clauses and which is
capable of being revoked by the guarantor in a large number of circumstances.
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Chapter 12

Collateral and standard credit support agreements

Understanding collateralisation
Commercial issues with collateral structures
EC Collateral Directive 2002
ISDA Collateralisation documentation
- Personal collateralisation, ISDA Credit Support Annex
- Proprietary collateralisation, ISDA Credit Support Deed
Legal issues with collateral structures

12-01
12-05
12-18
12-25
12-26
12-43
12-55

UNDERSTANDING COLLATERALISATION
Introduction
12-01 Collateralisation is a blanket term used to describe the different means of
taking security which are commonly used in financial derivatives transactions. The
various forms of collateralisation incorporate a number of the different legal
techniques considered in Chapter 11. The discussion in this chapter is therefore
predicated on the general discussion in the last chapter, and so the reader should
consult that chapter before considering this one. The growing market practice of using
collateral has created the need to deal with this subject separately from the general
discussion of taking security. The different methods of effecting collateralisation are
hybrids of those general legal models tailored for use in the derivatives markets. The
market has begun to favour collateral and margining techniques over other techniques for
reasons which are developed in the “commercial issues” section of this chapter.342
Otherwise, in this chapter we will consider, first, the commercial issues underpinning
collateral structures;343 secondly, we will consider the EC Directives on collateral;344
thirdly, ISDA’s personal collateral structure (the Credit Support Annex);345 fourthly,
ISDA’s proprietary collateral structure (the Credit Support Deed);346 and fifthly legal
issues which arise from these structures.347

The two principal forms of collateral
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12-02 While “collateralisation” may in fact be any one of a number of legal techniques
for taking security, or any combination of such legal techniques, there are broadly two
species of collateral structure which will be dubbed for present purposes “personal
collateral” and “proprietary collateral”. These are not market usages although, as will
emerge, they are terms best understood by even undergraduate law students. The term
“personal collateral” refers to the situation in which a secured party receives an outright
transfer of assets from its counterparty with only a personal obligation to re-transfer
assets of a like kind or of an equivalent value to that counterparty if the counterparty
performs its obligations under the derivatives transaction.348 This form of collateral is
dubbed “personal collateral” because the secured party owes only personal, contractual
obligations to re-transfer property to the counterparty,349 as opposed to any proprietary
obligations (such as holding assets on trust350 or subject to a charge or subject to a
possessory obligation such as a pledge351). By contrast, “proprietary collateral” refers to
the situation in which a counterparty transfers assets to the secured party such that the
secured party owes obligations to the counterparty to preserve those very assets which
were transferred to it by holding them on trust,352 or subject to a fixed charge353 or a
mortgage,354 or subject to a possessory obligation such as a pledge,355 or subject to some
retention of title in favour of the counterparty.356 Thus, if the secured party were to go
into insolvency or if it were to fail to perform its obligations to retransfer those assets
under the derivative contract, the counterparty would have proprietary rights in the
collateral assets so as to secure its position.
There is therefore a simple distinction in any collateral structure: either the counterparty
posting collateral assets has purely personal rights against the secured party in contract
law, or the counterparty has proprietary rights against segregated assets held by the
secured party. Similarly, the secured party will either take absolute title in the collateral
assets under a personal collateral structure, or else it will be obliged to hold the collateral
assets to the account of its counterparty (unless and until the counterparty fails to perform
its obligations under the derivative contract) under a proprietary collateral structure. The
mechanics of these various structures are considered in detail below. There are a number
of commercial complexities as to which form of structure is used, how it is priced and so
forth (as considered in the next section of this chapter); nevertheless, the legal questions
resolve themselves to this simple distinction between having purely personal or
proprietary rights in the collateral assets.
It is important to understand, therefore, that for a lawyer there is no particular magic in
collateralisation. Rather “collateralisation” is the process by which ISDA standard
market documents – principally the ISDA Credit Support Deed and the ISDA Credit
Support Annex – provide a menu of structures from which participants in financial
derivatives transactions may choose when seeking to take security in their
transactions. The detail of the items on that menu under the general law were
considered in detail in the last chapter; whereas the precise ISDA language is
348
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considered in detail in this chapter. What is important to note at this stage is that the
structures on those menus are simply stylised methods of taking security which are
already well-known to all commercial lawyers. Lawyers are familiar with express
trusts, fixed charges, mortgages, floating charges, liens, pledges, retention of title
clauses, Quistclose trusts, guarantees and indemnities, and ordinary obligations to
make payment: collateralisation is simply a collective term for a range of subtly
different formulations of these techniques.

The purpose of collateral arrangements
12-03 The purpose of collateral arrangements is to secure the obligations of the parties
to a financial derivative to an extent which matches one party’s credit concerns and the
counterparty’s willingness to extend collateral. Simply put, collateral is property of some
sort which is given by one party to its counterparty during the lifetime of a derivatives
transaction to assuage that counterparty's concerns about the other party's credit worth.
That much is not unique to financial derivatives. Many forms of financial and
commercial transactions are secured by means of a provision of assets to another
person’s use in some way, either on a personal or a proprietary basis. The question for
analysis – or, rather, for careful structuring – is whether the collateral structure is in truth
a pledge of assets, a trust over assets, a charge over assets (all three of which are
proprietary structures, for present purposes), or an outright transfer of assets with a purely
contractual obligation to account in the future (which is a personal structure). These
subtly different analyses are compared below.357
The questionthen is which technique is used in any given commercial circumstance. It is
a principally a credit issue whether or not collateral is taken at all and a commercial issue
which form of collateral any given counterparty will be prepared to advance. With the
growth of the derivatives markets and the introduction of lower credit quality participants
into those markets, the appetite for risk has altered. Indeed, the development of credit
derivatives has even begun to manipulate this appetite for risk. Consequently, the use of
collateral has grown. The large financial institutions will often require collateral to be
provided. Clearly this is, primarily, a credit issue rather than peculiarly a legal one;
ensuring that a viable collateral structure is created is, however, a legal issue.

The utility of two-way collateral
12-04 It is important to decide whether collateral arrangements need to be in the form
of “two-way” or only “one-way” agreements: that is, whether both parties may be
required to make payment in the event of some default or to post collateral (“two-way
agreements”) or whether only the defaulting party will be required to make payment in
the event of some default or to post collateral (“a one-way agreement”). In the early
days of the derivatives markets, financial institutions of high credit worth would insist
that collateral be posted with them by their counterparties but generally refused to
account reciprocally in that fashion. These were therefore one-way agreements in that
only the customer was required to post collateral. The decision as to whether to take
one-way or two-way collateral would usually turn on the comparative credit worth of
357
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the two parties; that is, the more secure party would typically be able to demand
performance from its counterparty. Financial institutions would often seek one-way
collateral arrangements from non-financial institutions or corporate counterparties (of
materially weaker credit worth than themselves).
Financial institutions of equivalent standing 358 now frequently agree to use two-way
collateral arrangements, particularly in the light of the support given to such collateral
arrangements in the EC Collateral Directive359 in allowing market counterparties to
reduce the regulatory capital cost of their derivatives business where those transactions
are covered by collateral agreements. Before the passage of the first collateral
directive it was more common for market counterparties to agree to dispense with the
expense and complexity of providing collateral and to concentrate instead on the credit
enhancement provisions in any master agreement in place between them.360 It is more
common for all parties to require collateral from each other in the modern marketplace
in the context of the Collateral Directive. The advantage of taking collateral “two
ways” in this fashion is that both parties are able to treat their derivatives transactions
as secured both to the extent that collateral has been posted with them and therefore to
the extent that it is possible to reduce the amount of regulatory capital required to be
posted by the secured financial institution. Therefore, two–way collateral structures
mean that parties are able to set off the collateral they are entitled to receive from their
counterparties against the collateral which they are obliged to post with them.
Consequently, the amount of collateral actually posted by any one party to the other is
reduced to a net amount. By agreeing to post two-way collateral in relation to all
derivatives transactions there will be very little exposure which is not covered by
collateral. It is only that exposure not covered by collateral which would require
posting of regulatory capital as required by the financial institution’s regulator. In
effect, therefore, a collateral structure manages to reduce the regulatory capital cost of
derivatives transactions, to reduce the amount of collateral to be posted by any party to
small net amounts, and accordingly to increase the liquidity of all market
participants.361

COMMERCIAL ISSUES WITH COLLATERAL STRUCTURES
The requirement for collateral
12-05 There are a number of questions, from a commercial point of view, which arise
when considering collateralisation. Before considering the detail of the applicable legal
issues, it is important to place the need for collateral in its commercial context. The first
issue is the commercial decision whether or not collateral is required at all. Where once
collateral was only taken from parties about whom there was concern as to their credit
worth, it is commonly the case that even established market counterparties take collateral
from one another at the time of writing, as considered in the previous section. This
change in approach began initially at a time of greater nervousness among the financial
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community about the exposure of even the largest market players to turbulence in
emerging markets. That market counterparties take collateral from each other – rather
than one party seeking to take collateral solely from the weaker party in all circumstances
– results in both parties being able to set off the amounts which the parties owe to each
other across their portfolio of derivatives contracts. By generating a purely net amount
across all those transactions for which the calculation of such a net exposure is feasible
for the parties’ operations systems to perform, it is possible to reduce the parties’ total
exposure for regulatory capital purposes either to a single net sum (if their operations
systems allow) or to a series of smaller net sums.362
As a result of measurement of the credit risk profile of the product, market movements
and the counterparty’s anticipated ability to perform, the level and type of collateral
required is fixed by the institutions. It is usual for the parties to use government bonds or
corporate bonds as collateral – as considered below. The level of collateral posted in then
as result of negotiation between the parties calculated as a proportion of the parties’ total
exposure to each other in relation to their derivatives contracts.

The type of asset taken as collateral
12-06 The second issue is then as to the type of asset that is required to be provided as
collateral. (Market usage in this context is to refer to whatever property is taken to secure
a transaction as being itself “collateral”.) The principal commercial question when
considering the use of collateral in any given transaction is to identify the exposure each
party has in relation to the outstanding derivatives transactions, and then to identify the
value of the assets needed by way of collateral to assuage each party’s concerns about the
credit risk involved in those transactions. Necessarily, there is a concern that, in securing
the performance of a counterparty, the assets posted as collateral do not themselves prove
to be worthless in time. Therefore, the question as to the type of asset that is put up as
collateral is important. There is a preference for liquid assets such as cash and
government securities on the part of the party benefiting from the provision of the
collateral. Often buyers will not wish to provide cash, of whatever currency, because that
is considered to be an expensive form of security. Furthermore, the publicly issued debt
of sovereign entities is generally of high credit-worth and considered to be unlikely to
fail. Cascading down the list of available possibilities are bonds and commercial paper
issued by non-governmental entities with a credit rating from a recognised credit ratings
agency. The next tier of desirable assets are equities issued by recognised entities on
recognised exchanges. Outside these categories, it is a matter for the risk appetite of the
seller as to the form of asset which will be accepted as collateral. Under general legal
principles, of course, there is no limit on the type of property which may be used to
secure a transaction, but the types of security considered thus far are the preferences of
most participants in the derivatives market.
The amount of collateral provided will depend, in some circumstances, on the form of
the collateral itself. The more volatile the value of the collateral, the greater the risk of
the collateral itself decreasing in value. Therefore, there is a likelihood that a greater
proportion of exposure coverage will be required where the collateral itself is of lower
intrinsic value. A similar consideration arises where cash is pledged as collateral in
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one currency to secure an obligation in another currency. There is a risk of foreign
exchange movement, leading to the devaluation of the comparative value of the
collateral. These are not legal questions per se, but rather form part of the credit
decision as to the manner in which a collateral structure is to be put in place. The only
legal questions might revolve around the difficulties of taking delivery over certain
types of property in jurisdictions where there are formalities required to seize given
types of property, for example currency subject to exchange controls preventing
movement of that money out of a given jurisdiction, as considered next.
12-07 The further question which arises from the type of collateral extended by the
buyer is the enforceability of the collateral agreement over that security. This issue is
pursued below in greater detail in Certainty of subject matter in collateral agreements363
but the central questions can be briefly stated. The core problem relates to the conflict of
laws. If the parties are dealing across different jurisdictions, it is important for the parties
to know whether or not their agreement will be enforceable by any system of law or in
any jurisdiction which is called upon to adjudicate on ownership of the collateral assets
or the enforceability of any right to receive payment: these issues are considered in
Chapter 10 Conflict of Laws.364 Therefore, the applicable governing law of the derivative
contract is important. It may be that the governing law of the collateral agreement
recognises a different system of law as governing title to any collateral asset. In the case
of immovable assets put up as security, the system of law applicable to the jurisdiction
which encompasses the situs365 of those immovables will typically be applied.366
Alternatively, the jurisdiction where the party providing the collateral is resident might
seek to assert its own competence to hear any issue as to title. Similarly, where an
English court, given jurisdiction to apply English law by express provision in the
collateral agreement, seeks to enforce a judgement over assets in another jurisdiction,
issues will arise as to the appropriate mechanism for enforcement of the security. Under
English law there are further issues as to the segregation and identification of the assets to
be held under a collateral structure using trusts.367 Furthermore, there will be questions as
to the performance of appropriate formalities in asserting title to assets.368 Therefore, the
parties must consider both questions of governing law and jurisdiction in relation to their
contract, and the enforceability of their credit support arrangements under those systems
of law.
12-08 There are two general points, therefore, to be made with reference to the taking
of collateral. Security will need to be recognised on enforcement by the jurisdiction in
which the relevant asset is located and its appropriate system of law.369 Therefore, the
security holder is normally advised to do everything necessary to perfect the security
under the laws of the place where the security is held. This may involve documentary
formalities and local filings and may also involve making the security documentation
subject to the laws of the relevant jurisdiction. For example, where a legal charge is
sought over Japanese registered shares it is usually advisable that the charging
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documentation be governed by Japanese law. Under English law where a charge is
taken against an English incorporated company that charge may require registration to
be formally valid.370 Secondly, there is the issue of the appropriate insolvency laws
which may apply should either party go into insolvency. The result may be that it is
impossible for the collateral or charging agreement to be performed, depending on
which system of law is appropriate to deal with that insolvency. Therefore, in cases
where insolvency is a particular concern, it is vital that the appropriate insolvency
code is investigated.

Measurement of exposure and of the level of collateral
12-09 The third question is the measurement of the collateral that is required compared
to the amount of collateral which the counterparty is required to acquire and to render up
as collateral, without causing itself enormous liquidity problems. Two separate questions
arise. The first question is the measurement of the obligation which is to be secured. The
second is the measurement of the value of the assets which are put up as collateral. The
use of margining techniques ensures that, rather than require a fixed amount of collateral
to be provided to secure the transaction, a fluctuating value of collateral assets is
provided in accordance with the contractual agreement of the parties. In measuring the
size of the applicable obligation there are difficulties in valuing a derivatives transaction
which is only partly performed. Where it is a ten-year swap which is to be secured, after
four years it is impossible to know the value of that swap on its expiry. Instead one takes
a present market value of that future cash flow. It is similarly impossible to know the
exact size of the obligations that are owed on each payment date. As such it is not certain
which obligation is to be secured.
The approach taken by derivatives practitioners is to construct a mark-to-market model
which values the replacement cost of that derivatives transaction at any appropriate
valuation date. However, there are also a number of different approaches to that
measurement process. First, measurement might be based on the price of acquiring a new
transaction to commence on the mark-to-market valuation date which is to run for the
remainder of the existing transaction’s time to expiry and which will meet that
underlying transaction’s commercial objectives. That value will fluctuate according to
market movements and yield curve adjustments. Second, measurement might include the
cost of replacing the existing asset by factoring in an amount for the loss associated with
unwinding a hedge and acquiring the identical asset in identical commercial
circumstances. Third, the mark-to-market model itself will be based on subtly different
expectations and pricing mechanisms according to policies of the institution which is
charged with calculating the appropriate levels on each valuation date. What is clear is
that the value of the underlying derivative will fluctuate over time thus requiring a
flexible margining strategy to maintain an appropriate level of collateral.
12-10 There is a question as to the form of structure which is to be used. The assets
could be transferred to the counterparty371 such that the counterparty is entitled to take
absolute title to them and sell them, or, alternatively, by means of a pledge with a right to
possession but not with a right to dispose of those assets otherwise than on default of the
370
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counterparty of one of its performance obligations under the derivatives contract.372
Another alternative would be to have the collateral posted held on trust by some third
party custodian such that either party is entitled to a vested equitable interest in the
collateral – entitling them to call for delivery of absolute title in that property from the
trustee – depending on the performance of its counterparty of its obligations under the
relevant derivatives transactions. The trust structure has become less commonly used
with the growing market practice, as evidenced by the ISDA Credit Support Annex, of
both parties accounting for collateral to its counterparty such that each party is able to use
such collateral as though absolutely entitled to it, subject only to a contractual obligation
to return assets of like kind or to pay a sum of money equal to the value of that collateral.
The ability to turn the assets to account in this way has the advantage of rendering the
property capable of being used by the parties rather than remaining frozen in a trust
account, as under a proprietary collateral structure.
12-11 The further issue is as to the value of the collateral posted with the trustee (under
a proprietary collateral structure), or whichever party is to receive its counterparty’s
posted collateral (under a personal collateral structure). The assets making up the
collateral will fluctuate in value themselves. Therefore, it is necessary to isolate the
market value of the existing collateral which is required on any valuation date. Given the
fluctuating value of the assets put up as security, it is important for the seller to allocate
discounts to the market price of those assets to account for the assets’ own credit worth
and volatility.373 Consequently, the collateral assets themselves will require assessment
on valuation dates, possibly requiring additions to the collateral held, even though there
has been no increase in the exposure constituted by the derivatives transaction. However,
it is also the case that margining agreements will provide for the return of collateral assets
where the exposure under the derivative falls.
12-12 On the subject of measurement the role of the calculation agent requires mention,
albeit briefly at this stage. Given the importance of valuation to the margining process
and the many possible approaches to the construction of a mark-to-market model, the
calculation agent occupies a powerful role in assessing the exposure existing between the
parties.374 Market practice is for the seller to operate as calculation agent in the creation
of derivatives transactions. However, as between dealers it is usual for both parties to
wish to be calculation agent. In relation to collateral structures under the ISDA code it is
more common for the party requiring that collateral be posted with it to issue a demand
that that be done.375 This situation usually results in a formula whereby the parties
undertake to agree a measurement, or appoint an independent third party where they are
unable to do that. Alternatively, it may be the case that a counterparty requires an
independent calculation agent to be appointed in any event, subject to an informal
“appeal” mechanism consisting of a series of market quotations which are averaged out
to reach the market value of the exposure on any applicable valuation date.

Formalities and regulatory requirements
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12-13 The fourth question then concerns the formal and regulatory requirements that
govern the manner in which that property is to be provided. Depending on the form of
asset that is provided as collateral, there may be pre-requisites to its effective transfer to
the custodian or counterparty for the purposes of securing the derivatives transaction. If a
trust structure is used then, in relation to bonds and shares, it will be necessary to reregister non-bearer securities such that legal title passes to the custodian-trustee. The use
of the trust structure favoured in the market is for a custodian to hold the assets as trustee
on the terms set out in the collateral agreement. Necessarily, the trustee must have the
legal title in the trust fund vested in it before any trust will be effective.376 The
particularly important issue for the use of margining arrangements in respect of financial
derivatives is the transfer of legal title with reference to bonds issued under a global note,
which remains the preferred form of security for most market dealers, held under a
system of law or in a jurisdiction other than that of England and Wales. As considered
below, there are a number of significant legal issues surrounding the widespread use of
global notes as security. The second EU directive on collateral contains a range of
formalities, such as the need for the arrangement to be put into writing, which are
considered below.377

Title in the collateral assets
12-14 The fifth question concerns the rights that the seller has in respect of that property
including the basis on which the seller is entitled to take absolute possession of the
property, what further action a party can take if the property does not equal the size of the
exposure to its counterparty if something does go wrong, and what rights attach to the
seller in respect of the property while it is being held under the collateral arrangement. In
current market practice financial institutions insist that collateral is lodged directly with it
rather than with a third party as trustee. While a form of trust structure is still sometimes
used, it is the trustee (frequently the seller financial institution when dealing with a hedge
fund or similar counterparty) which is subject to the fiduciary obligations set out in the
collateral agreement. Hence the distinction made later in this chapter between proprietary
collateral structures, such as trusts, and purely personal collateral structures.
12-15 Whether it is acting as trustee itself or not, the secured party will seek permission
under the collateral agreement to use the assets on its own account during the life of the
agreement. Thus the collateral arrangement becomes a form of pre-payment or, where the
buyer does not default, an interest-free loan for the life of the transaction, rather than a
trust at all. The obligation on the secured party, as set out in the collateral agreement,
would be to return the assets in like kind either after any valuation date requiring
repayment or at the end of the transaction. If this is so, then the trustee does not bear the
ordinary obligations of a trustee to obey the terms of the trust,378 and to avoid all conflicts
between its personal interests to turn the collateral to its own account and its fiduciary
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obligations to the beneficiary.379 The only means of validating the trustee’s use of the
property is expressly to give the trustee a power to advance the trust property to itself qua
beneficiary: the complexity remains how to analyze the obligation to account for the
value of that property subsequently because if the entire trust property can be applied to
the use of one party then the trust itself would terminate for want of subject matter.380
Under the general law of trusts such a use of the trust property for personal purposes by a
trustee would constitute a breach of trust requiring the trustee to restore the trust fund381
and to hold any profits made from the misuse of that property on constructive trust for the
beneficiaries.382 Thus, if the parties’ intention is that the recipient of the collateral be able
to use that collateral as though absolutely entitled to it, then the better structure would be
to avoid the use of a trust and instead to employ a transfer of title structure, as considered
below in relation to personal collateral structures under the ISDA Credit Support
Annex.383
12-16 The remaining issue between the parties is as to allocation and title to any
dividends, interest payments or other sums derived from title to the collateral assets
during the life of the agreement. Evidently, where the collateral assets can be sold or rehypothecated by the trustee-seller, there will be no issue as to title to such payments after
the assets have been sold. However, the issue remains before the sale of any such assets
or in circumstances where the trustee-seller is precluded from transferring the assets
away. Again, the ISDA methodology for dealing with this issue is considered below.384

Role of the custodian
12-17 Following on from the previous section, the sixth question is as to the person who
will have possession or custody of the property during the life of the derivatives
transaction, in the event that a trust structure or a fixed charge is used. Where a third
party custodian is to be used, the issue is as to the selection of that custodian and
ascertaining the manner in which the assets will be held so that they can be obtained
without complication in the event of a default under any applicable derivatives
transaction. In this context it would be important to ensure that a trust structure would be
enforceable against the custodian under any applicable system of law. Collateralisation
structures which are personal under the ISDA Credit Support Annex do not need a
custodian but instead transfer title outright in the pledged assets as discussed above.
In this context there is a very important distinction to be made between pledge
structures,385 retention of title structures386 and trusts structures.387 These various legal
categories were considered in detail in chapter 11 Taking security. They are considered in
outline in the discussion to follow.
379
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THE EC COLLATERAL DIRECTIVE 2002
The enforceability of collateral arrangements
The Directive in outline
12-18 The Collateral Directive 2002388 deals with the enforceability of collateral
arrangements in the EU, provided that they are “evidenced in writing or in a legally
equivalent manner”389 and takes effect over such arrangements “once [financial
collateral] has been provided”.390 Such collateral arrangements must take effect
between parties which can be one of any of the following categories of person: public
authorities, central banks, credit institutions, investment firms, financial institutions,
insurance undertakings, collective investment schemes or management companies.391
The directive deals with cash collateral and securities collateral of two kinds: title
transfer collateral arrangements and security financial collateral arrangements.

“Title transfer” arrangements
12-19 The term “a title transfer financial collateral arrangement”, as used in the
Collateral Directive, is defined to mean “an arrangement, including repurchase
agreements, under which a collateral provider transfers full ownership of financial
collateral to a collateral taker for the purpose of securing or otherwise covering the
performance of relevant financial obligations”.392 This form of arrangement is
considered below in relation to the ISDA Credit Support Annex in which parties
transfer title absolutely in the collateral property by means of personal collateral
structures.

“Security financial collateral” arrangements
12-20 A “security financial collateral arrangement” , as used in the Collateral
Directive, is defined to mean “an arrangement under which a collateral provider
provides financial collateral by way of security in favour of, or to, a collateral taker,
and where the full ownership of the financial collateral remains with the collateral
provider when the security right is established”.393 The reference here to “full
ownership” is problematic. Taken literally, this term would not include a trust nor
would it include a mortgage because in those instances there are two distinct forms of
proprietary right over the same property – legal title and equitable interests in relation
to the trust, the several rights of mortgagor and of mortgagee in relation to the
mortgage – such that the collateral provider would not retain full ownership. Rather,
388
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this literal interpretation would seem to include retention of title clauses. If the credit
provider retains “full ownership” then the only other form of security which the
secured party could acquire would be by way of a charge under which the chargee
acquires no title in the charged property until the chargor fails to perform the
underlying obligation and the charge then entitles the chargee to seize the charged
property. Alternatively, if “full ownership” were taken to mean “full beneficial
ownership”, then it would include a bare trust in favour of the secured party because
the secured party would be an absolutely entitled beneficiary. That would not
however cover a trust in which both the secured party and the party posting collateral
were beneficiaries under the same trust with their rights being contingent on the
performance by each of the performance of their obligations in relation to the
underlying transaction. In relation to a charge or mortgage, “full ownership” would
only possibly be satisfied if there was no other charge or mortgage in effect over that
property.
12-21 Collateral arrangements will be effective and top-up arrangements to add
collateral to the fund will be enforceable in all member states when mark-to-market
measurements suggest that such additions are necessary to meet the agreed collateral
exposure levels between the parties.394 This chapter is drafted on the basis that such
provisions are effective in English law in any event, provided that the parties construct
their collateralisation arrangements properly.

Certainty of subject matter in collateral arrangements
12-22 The Collateral Directive 2002 addresses the issue of certainty of subject
matter, albeit in two different provisions. First, it is provided that the “evidencing of
the provision of financial collateral must allow for the identification of the financial
collateral to which it applies”.395 In this regard book entries recording a credit, in
relation to securities or to cash collateral, are sufficient to identify the collateral. More
specifically, it is sufficient if “book entry securities collateral has been credited to, or
forms a credit in, the relevant account and that the cash collateral has been credited to,
or forms a credit in, a designated account”.396 The italicised portions of this provision
(in which that emphasis was added) suggest that the securities or the cash do not need
to be held in an account segregated from all other securities or cash. Consequently,
this provision appears to be broader than the principle in English trusts law as to
certainty of subject matter. In relation to cash, it is a requirement of English trusts law
that that cash be held in a separate account from all other cash.397 There is later Court
of Appeal authority which suggests that there is no need to segregate ordinary shares
in a company from other shares of the same class in the same company.398 In that
case, however, the principal concern of Dillon LJ was to prevent an employer from
unconscionably denying his obligation to transfer 50 ordinary shares to an employee
as required by that employee’s contract of employment.399 It was in a later decision of
394
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the High Court that it was suggested for the first time that there was no need to
segregate intangible property such as securities from other property for there to be a
valid trust created as part of that fund.400 However, this latter approach has been
doubted by most trust law commentators401 and is contrary to subsequent Privy
Council402 and House of Lords 403 authority, as well as being in contravention of
earlier Court of Appeal authority.404 This issue was considered in detail at paragraphs
11-19 et seq.

Enforceability of set-off and netting
12-23 The laws of each member state are required to ensure that parties to a
transaction are able to set off the collateral property against amounts owed under the
relevant transactions, or to be able to set off cash collateral, “by sale or appropriation”
of that collateral property.405 It is suggested, however, that the parties may wish to
turn the assets to account more generally than by necessarily selling them: as such
“appropriation”, which is undefined for this purpose even though it has a number of
meanings in English law,406 would be the preferable mechanism often in practice in
that it gives the secured party greater flexibility in the use of the collateral property.
The proviso governing this power to set off is that the parties must have provided for
such a set-off if it has been “agreed by the parties in the security financial collateral
agreement” – including, it is suggested, an executed ISDA Credit Support Annex or
Credit Support Deed – and that the parties have agreed on the valuation of the
collateral in that same agreement.407 Appropriation of securities provided as collateral
property must be permitted by the terms of the collateral agreement, unless any
system of law in a member state did not permit such appropriation at the time the
directive came into effect.408
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12-24 In relation to set-off in insolvency proceedings, a close-out netting provision
will be effective in relation to winding up proceedings or any other judicial
attachment of property in insolvency proceedings.409

ISDA COLLATERALISATION DOCUMENTATION
The two principal types of collateralisation
12-25 For many readers of this discussion of collateralisation, it is an analysis of the
ISDA credit support documentation which will be of greatest significance to their
day-to-day legal practice. However, all readers are advised to consider the general
legal issues discussed in Chapter 11 Taking security in financial derivatives before
considering this material because the ISDA credit support documents are merely
bundles of well-understood techniques being applied for a specific purpose and in the
light of certain market practices which are peculiar to financial derivatives. For
example, there is a nervousness in the derivatives markets about taking charges over
their counterparties’ assets in case such charges require registration and would
therefore impose on market participants the costs and administrative burdens of
maintaining those registrations. Therefore, the ISDA credit support documentation
falls into two types: the first, the Credit Support Annex, is intended to create no
registrable charge at all and thus effects “personal collateral”,410 whereas the second,
the Credit Support Deed, purports to create a “security interest” which may take the
form of a charge and so effects “proprietary collateral”.411 It is worth noting that, in
spite of the provision in the ISDA Master Agreement to the effect that all documents,
including any credit support agreement, constitutes a single agreement, it has
nevertheless been held that a collateral agreement was separate from the two option
contracts which it secured for tax purposes.412 The commercial issues which attend the
parties’ decisions as to taking collateral and the attitude of EU law to collateral structures
have been referred to in the foregoing discussion. The forms of ISDA document
considered in this discussion are the “bilateral forms” (as created for the purposes of
English law413 ) whereby both parties owe “two way” collateral obligations to each
other, rather than only “one way” duties in which a single party would owe
obligations to deliver collateral to their counterparty. Each is considered in turn in the
sections to follow.

Personal collateralisation – the ISDA Credit Support Annex
The structure of personal collateral arrangements
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12-26 Personal collateralisation refers to the structure in which no proprietary rights
in the form of a trust, mortgage or charge are created over any collateral property:
rather, whichever party owes the surplus on a net basis across all of the parties’
relevant414 outstanding transactions is obliged to transfer collateral property equal in
value to that surplus to the other party to cover that exposure. The aim of the ISDA
Credit Support Annex (“the Annex”) is that the party who has a net exposure to its
counterparty across their derivatives transactions is entitled to take an outright transfer
of assets from that counterparty: by “outright transfer” is meant that the secured party
becomes absolute owner of those assets.415 Once there has been proper performance
of the underlying derivative transactions, the party who owed that surplus under the
collateral transaction is entitled to recover an amount of collateral property of like
kind and like value from the secured party. That is, once the surplus owed between
the parties falls in part or falls to zero when the underlying derivatives obligations
have been properly performed, then the party who owes that surplus is entitled to
recover the amount of that reduction in the exposure between the parties from the
secured party.

A worked example of a personal collateral arrangement
12-27 Thus, if A has a net exposure on its interest rate swap business to B of
US$50,000, A may demand collateral property of a kind defined in their credit
support annex in a net416 amount equal to US$50,000. A becomes the absolute owner
of those assets and is able to use, sell or otherwise deal with them as their absolute
owner. Meanwhile, A and B will be performing their interest rate swaps business in
the ordinary way and making payments are required under those swaps contracts
irrespective of the collateral arrangements in place between them. If, subsequently,
A’s net exposure to B falls to US$40,000 (because B has performed its interest rate
swap obligations to that extent), then B may demand a transfer from A to B of assets
of a kind specified in the credit support annex in the value of US$10,000 (being the
amount by which the exposure has fallen). These assets which are transferred from A
to B are not required to be made up of the original assets which B transferred to A at
the outset. Consequently, we can say that A owes merely contractual obligations to B
(to effect a transfer of assets back on demand) but that A owes no proprietary
obligations to B (because A is entitled to take the collateral assets as their absolute
owner). B’s risk, therefore, is that A might go into insolvency or be otherwise unable
to perform any duties of transfer of collateral assets to B. A’s risk was that B would
not perform its obligations under the interest rate swap contracts: that risk was
assuaged when B transferred an amount of collateral to A equal to the net exposure
between the parties at that time. The manner in which the ISDA Credit Support
Annex conceives of these transactions is considered in the next section.
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The ISDA terminology for this structure
12-28 Under the terms of the ISDA Credit Support Annex the terminology works in
the following fashion, where all capitalised terms are defined terms in the ISDA
Credit Support Annex. At the commencement of the Credit Support Annex, when
there is a net exposure (“the Credit Support Amount”) between the parties under their
relevant derivatives transactions on any given Valuation Date,417 the party which
owes the surplus on that net basis (“the Transferor”) is obliged to effect an outright
transfer418 of Eligible Credit Support to its counterparty (“the Transferee”) of the
Delivery Amount.419 From that time, the parties maintain an account between
themselves of the Credit Support Amount from time-to-time and the amount of
Eligible Credit Support held on account at that time: such that the size of the
obligation to maintain the Credit Support Amount varies at each Valuation Date.420
All obligations under the Annex are to be made “in good faith and in a commercially
reasonable manner”.421
12-29 Two important further points arise. First, the obligation to make a transfer only
arises once the Transferee makes a demand for such a transfer.422 There is no
obligation to make a transfer simply because an amount is due under the collateral
agreement, unless and until a demand has been made to transfer those collateral
assets. Secondly, the transfer is to be made to the Transferee (or, the “secured party”,
as discussed in this chapter) personally, as opposed to being made to some third party
trustee to hold on trust for the Transferee.423 As considered below,424 the Transferee is
then entitled to treat the collateral assets as though the Transferee is absolutely
entitled to them.425 This is the feature which makes the ISDA Credit Support Annex a
purely personal obligation, as opposed to a proprietary obligation, because “all right,
title and interest in” the collateral assets are vested in the Transferee.426
12-30 The periodic Valuation Dates are identified in the schedule to the ISDA Credit
Support Annex.427 On each Valuation Date the party who is appointed as the
Valuation Agent is required to calculate the net exposure over the relevant derivative
transactions so as to carry out the calculations at the Valuation Time identified, as in
the schedule, and then to notify the parties at the Notification Time, as identified in
the schedule.428 The precise mechanism by which the Valuation Agent is obliged to
carry out these calculations is not specified in the transaction. Rather it is left to the
Valuation Agent to carry out a valuation of the exposure owed by each party to the
other on all derivatives intended to be covered by the Credit Support Annex, subject
to the dispute resolution procedures considered below.429 Instead there is a rough
417
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equation provided in the Annex which provides that the Transferor is obliged to
transfer
‘the amount [of Eligible Credit Support] by which
(i) “the Credit Support Amount”
exceeds
(ii) the Value as of that Valuation Date of the Transferor’s Credit
Support Balance (adjusted to include any prior Delivery Amount and
to exclude any prior Return Amount, the transfer of which, in either
case, has not yet been completed and for which the relevant Settlement
Day falls on or after such Valuation Date)’430
The Credit Support Amount is thus the exposure which the Transferor is obliged to
match with Eligible Credit Support on each delivery date. The reference to “the
Transferor’s Credit Support Balance” in this equation is the amount in the
Transferor’s account at the Valuation Date: if the new amount of collateral required at
that time is greater than the balance, then the Transferor must add more assets to the
account; contrariwise, if the new amount of collateral required is less than that held in
the account, then the Transferor is entitled to receive a repayment (a Return Amount)
from that account, as considered below.
12-31 The “Eligible Credit Support” which is to be transferred is a collective term
for the types of asset which the parties are prepared to accept as part of their collateral
arrangements.431 The forms of Eligible Credit Support are selected by the parties in
the schedule to the Credit Support Annex from a pro forma list including cash (in
whatever currency), government bonds, corporate bonds and other securities.432
12-32 So, if on a Valuation Date, there is a reduction in the amount of collateral
which is needed to meet the net exposure between the parties at that time, then the
Transferor is entitled to a Return Amount.433 The Transferor will, however, only be
entitled to such a re-transfer if the amount to be retransferred is sufficiently large (as
identified in the schedule to the Credit Support Annex) to merit the effort of such a retransfer: this threshold amount is defined as the Transferor Equivalent Credit
Support.434

The manner in which this structure provides security
12-33 It is useful to think of derivatives transactions secured by collateral as being
comprised of two layers. On the underneath is the underlying derivative contracts
(whether option, forward or swap) which the parties are obliged to perform under the
terms of their confirmations and master agreement as though no credit support
agreement existed. On the upper layer is the credit support agreement which provides
the obligation to post collateral whenever there is a net exposure between the parties
on their underlying derivative contracts: the obligation to post collateral exists
430
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separately from any obligation to make payment in relation to the underlying
derivative contracts. The two layers therefore operate in parallel but never meet,
except that a breach of the collateral agreement will ordinarily constitute an event of
default under the master agreement. The method by which this structure affords
security is by means of the party who is owed the surplus receiving a transfer of assets
equal in value to the amount of its net exposure to the counterparty before any
payment is owed under the underlying transaction, although the payment and delivery
obligations on the underlying derivative transaction must still be made. The secured
party thus receives payments equal to its net exposure in advance and is obliged to
return a value equivalent to the collateral property subsequently if the counterparty
performs its obligations in relation to the underlying derivatives contracts properly.
Failure to perform under the credit support agreement would constitute an event of
default under the master agreement and thus would start the appropriate termination
procedures under that master agreement.
12-34 Many of the issues surrounding personal transactions were considered at the
outset of this chapter in relation to the commercial issues surrounding
collateralisation; in this section reference will be made specifically to the ISDA Credit
Support Annex. In outline, the party supplying collateral property transfers that
property outright to the counterparty. The counterparty’s obligations are obligations to
transfer property of like kind and like value back to the supplier on satisfaction of the
underlying obligations. Therefore, this is a purely personal, contractual obligation
which creates no rights in property by way of trust, charge or mortgage when
returning value to the supplier.

Credit support obligations
12-35 The purpose of the Credit Support Annex is to enable whichever party has a
net exposure to its counterparty to demand a transfer to it an amount of collateral
property equal to that net exposure in each valuation period.435 If the amount of
collateral property posted with either party exceeds the net exposure from time-totime, then the counterparty is entitled to recoup assets of the same kind as the
collateral property equal in value to the surplus of posted collateral over the then net
exposure. Thus, the parties maintain accounts with one another containing collateral
property equal in value to the net exposure between the parties from time-to-time.
Consequently, the parties have no rights to any specific property but rather have only
personal rights to demand collateral property or to demand a return of property equal
to a reduction in the exposure. The securing effect of this structure is to secure what is
effectively a prepayment of the net exposure, such that any failure to deliver
constitutes an event of default under the master agreement, as opposed to establishing
any rights in property or any rights by way of guarantee.

Transfers
12-36 All transfers are to be made “in accordance with the instructions of the
Transferee or Transferor, as applicable”: thus Delivery Amounts and Return Amounts
435
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must be made to the accounts ordered by the recipient, or by means of a book entry in
the appropriate form so as to effect transfer to the recipient where appropriate, or by
re-registration with the depositary in relation to securities issued under a global
note.436 Transfer must take effect before the Settlement Time 437 on the Settlement Day
once a demand for transfer has been received: in relation to cash the Settlement Day is
the next local business day, whereas in relation to securities the next local business
day after settlement of trades in such securities may be effected.438

Calculations and dispute resolution
12-37 All calculations are to be made by the Valuation Agent by reference to the
Valuation Time. The Valuation Agent will ordinarily be the person “making the
demand” and so the Valuation Agent is ordinarily the recipient of the transferred
property: unless the parties specify some other person to act as Valuation Agent.439
Valuation Time means the close of business on the appropriate date in the market for
the property at issue.440
12-38 Either party may dispute “reasonably” any calculation made by the Valuation
Agent or the valuation given for any Eligible Credit Support.441 If the dispute is made
otherwise than reasonably, for example so as to delay any obligation to make a
transfer but not on the basis of a genuine error in any valuation, then it is to be
assumed (because the Annex is silent on this point) that the dispute resolution
procedure need not be activated and that the party obliged to make a transfer is
obliged to make that same transfer in the same amount in good time: the parties are
well-advised to make this clear in their Annex. The dispute resolution procedure
requires the Disputing Party to give notice to the other party before the close of
business on the date on which the transfer is to have been made.442 To the extent that
there is no dispute between the parties, the transferor is obliged to effect that transfer
to the extent of the “undisputed amount”.443 As to the amount that is in dispute the
parties are required to consult with a view to resolving their differences,444 but if the
issue remains outstanding then the parties should take up to four quotations for that
valuation by means of Market Quotation445 (as considered in relation to the master
agreement).446 Failure to make a transfer which is in dispute between the parties will
not constitute an event of default under the Annex or under the master agreement.447
As considered above, it must be assumed (although the Annex is silent on this point)
that an unreasonable dispute will not prevent a failure to pay or deliver from being
defined as being an event of default.
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Title in transferred property
12-39 Significantly there is an outright “transfer of title” from the Transferor to the
Transferee.448 It is provided that:
‘Each party agrees that all right, title and interest in and to any Eligible Credit
Support, Equivalent Credit Support, Equivalent Distributions or Interest
Amount which it transfers to the other party under the terms of this Annex
shall vest in the recipient free and clear of any liens, claims, charges or
encumbrances or any other interest of the transferring party or of any third
person (other than a lien routinely imposed on all securities in a relevant
clearance system).’449
All assets transferred under the Annex thus become absolutely the property of the
Transferee.450 The ISDA Credit Support Annex therefore creates a purely personal
obligation to transfer a Return Amount to the Transferor in the future if the net
exposure between the parties falls.451 The Return Amount is in the form of assets
which are also in the form of Eligible Credit Support but those assets are not the very
same assets which were originally transferred to it but are instead “Equivalent Credit
Support”, which must be “Eligible Credit Support of the same type, nominal value,
description and amount as that Eligible Credit Support”.452 Thus the obligation is a
personal obligation to make repayment by way of a Return Amount comprising assets
of like kind and value, whereas if the obligation were an obligation to effect a retransfer of the original assets posted as collateral by the Transferor then the obligation
would be a proprietary obligation. That it is not a proprietary obligation but rather a
purely personal obligation is further evidenced by the provision that “all right, title
and interest in” the collateral assets are vested in the Transferee.453 The effect of this
structure is that the Transferor is taking the risk that, once the collateral assets have
been posted under the Credit Support Annex, the Transferee will go into insolvency
(or become otherwise incapable of performing its obligations under the Annex)
because there is no property held to its account.

Representation as to title in collateral property
12-40 Each party represents that there are no prior claims to the collateral property
which the party delivers to the other party.454 As a matter of property law this does not
mean that there will not be any prior claims at law or in equity to that collateral
property, simply that if there if that party does not have good title to that property then
that party will have committed a breach of its obligations under the credit support
agreement.
448
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Default
12-41 The default provision in paragraph 6 of the Annex is ambiguously drafted. If
there is an event of default caused under the master agreement generally, and any
amount remains unpaid or undelivered under the credit support agreement, that
amount unpaid under the credit support agreement is an Unpaid Amount which falls
to be taken into account in the termination of the master agreement or any terminated
transactions under that master agreement. What is unclear here is how this avoids
double-counting: if the collateral structure requires the pre-payment of the net
exposure between the parties then set-off between the terminated transactions would
identify that net exposure in the same amount as the net exposure payable under the
credit support agreement. It is suggested that this would be a double payment. An
alternative analysis of paragraph 6, which does not repay close attention to the words
of the provision, would be that an event of default under the Annex requires payment
of that Unpaid Amount under the Annex. The only sensible structure in this context
would be to waive the secured party’s obligations to make any re-transfer of a Return
Amount.
12-42 If a payment or delivery is not made by the time it is supposed to be made
under the terms of the Annex, then Default Interest is payable.455 The amount of
interest payable is an amount calculated by reference to the amount which should
have been paid at that time at the Default Rate as defined in the parties’ contract.456

Proprietary collateralisation – the ISDA Credit Support Deed
Taking a right secured over property
12-43 Typically a commercial lawyer would be more comfortable with a form of
security which permits recourse to some identified property in the event that the
counterparty fails to perform its obligations, as opposed to having some purely
contractual right from that counterparty. It is proprietary collateralisation which
provides this form of protection, unlike the personal collateralisation considered in the
preceding section. Proprietary collateralisation is embodied by the ISDA Credit
Support Deed (“the Deed”) whereby the contracting parties seek to take proprietary
rights in the collateral property advanced. What remains at issue, however, is the
precise form of the property right which is acquired by the secured party. The Deed is
intended to form a single agreement with an ISDA master agreement, as discussed in
chapter 3.457 The ordinary form of this agreement anticipates that both parties will
provide such collateral property as is required to off-set any surplus which they owe
to their counterparty across all of the relevant derivatives transactions outstanding
between them.
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The problem in identifying the nature of the property right in the standard contractual
language
12-44 The nature of the proprietary right in this context is, however, very
problematic. Paragraph 2(b) of the deed provides that:458
‘Each party as the Chargor, as security for the performance of the Obligations:
(i) mortgages, charges and pledges and agrees to mortgage, charge and pledge,
with full title guarantee, in favour of the Secured Party by way of first fixed
legal mortgage all Posted Collateral (other than Posted Collateral in the form
of cash), (ii) to the fullest extent permitted by law, charges and agrees to
charge, with full title guarantee, in favour of the Secured Party by way of first
fixed charge all Posted Collateral in the form of cash; and (iii) assigns and
agrees to assign, with full title guarantee, the Assigned Rights to the Secured
Party absolutely.’
The principal point to make on the basis of paragraph 2(b) is this: it is impossible to
know from this provision what the nature of the secured party’s right is. In
subparagraph (i) the provision that the relevant party “mortgages, charges and
pledges” is simply doctrinally impossible. As was considered chapter 11, a mortgage
grants a property right (but not absolute title) in the mortgaged property subject to an
equity of redemption, whereas a charge effects no transfer of title but rather suggests
an appropriation of property contingent on the satisfaction of underlying payment
obligations, whereas a pledge connotes a mere possessory right, or in the ISDA sense
of that term459 connotes a transfer of absolute title. Clearly, a person has one or other
of these rights but it is not possible to have all three simultaneously. Matters are
further complicated in (ii) where a charge is described and then in (iii) where an
“assignment”, which ordinarily would mean a transfer of absolute title, is described: a
chargee does not take a full transfer of title of the charged property. Therefore, any
person intending to use the Credit Support Deed should amend this provision to make
it plain exactly which form of right is intended: whether mortgage, charge, transfer of
absolute title or mere pledge. As drafted and without more, the right in paragraph 2(b)
is so poorly described that it possibly creates no single right at all. At best it would be
for a court to decide what form of right is created under the governing law of the
contract: it is therefore suggested that the parties to a Deed should specify more
precisely the nature of the right which is intended to be created between them.
12-45 The purpose underlying this provision would seem to be that the secured party
becomes a chargee of the collateral property such that there is no other charge in
existence over that property (whether at all or in such a way as to be able to claim a
priority over the rights of the chargee). This is not a mortgage nor is it a pledge. The
issue raised is as to whether or not the charge granted would require registration under
the Companies Act 1985, as was discussed in chapter 11. If, alternatively, the parties’
intention is that the chargee have a proprietary right in the collateral property, then a
legal460 mortgage or even a trust would be more appropriate.
458
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The release of the security
12-46 The security will be released in accordance with the following provision:461
‘Upon the transfer by the Secured Party to the Chargor of Posted Collateral,
the security interest granted under this Deed on that Posted Collateral will be
released immediately, and the Assigned Rights relating to that Posted
Collateral will be re-assigned to the Chargor, in each case without any further
action by either party. The Chargor agrees, in relation to any securities
comprised in Posted Collateral released by the Secured Party under this Deed,
that it will accept securities of the same type, nominal value, description and
amount as those securities.’
This provision suggests that the charge is released by means of an outright transfer of
the collateral property to the secured party. The result would be that absolute title is
passed to the secured party: a result which could not obtain if a mortgage were
intended, as considered in the previous section. The second sentence of this provision
ostensibly obliges the chargee merely to return property of like kind to the charged
property. Therefore, this is not really a charge relationship at all; rather, the secured
party receives an outright transfer of the property and is able to turn that property to
its own account with a purely personal obligation subsequently merely to transfer
property of like kind back to the chargor. Ordinarily a fixed charge would entitle the
chargee to take possession of the property only if the chargor’s payment obligations
were not performed. It is unclear, therefore, how there could be said to be a charge in
existence here at all when in truth there has been an outright transfer of property.

The preservation of the security
12-47 The deed provides that there will be “preservation of security” such that the
“security constituted by this Deed shall be a continuing security”.462 The term
“continuing security” is not defined in the documentation. It should be taken to mean
that the security is not intended to cease while there are transactions outstanding
between the parties. This term is problematic for two reasons. First, the identity of the
collateral property will change from time-to-time because the agreement necessarily
anticipates that new collateral property will be posted or removed from the fund as the
exposure between the parties waxes and wanes: thus, there cannot be a continuing
security over all of the property if some of the property can be redeemed during the
life of the transaction. Secondly, the term “continuing security” is not a term of art,
even though we can guess at what is intended. This issue develops with the following
provision of the Deed. We are told that this continuing security “shall not be satisfied
by any intermediate payment or satisfaction of the whole or any part of the
Obligations but shall secure the ultimate balance of the Obligations”.463 The
“Obligations” referred to are “all present and future obligations of that party under the
Agreement and this Deed and any additional obligations specified [by the parties in
461
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the schedule to the Deed]”.464 Thus the obligations which are to be secured do not
include the past obligations of the parties, and this raises issues as to the provision
that no “intermediate payment” can discharge the charging obligation. Consequently,
we are left with the definition of the “ultimate balance” for which the security must be
preserved. This term “ultimate balance” is not defined. It could be taken to refer to
satisfaction of all of the outstanding transactions in existence between the parties
under the master agreement: however, in relation to many market counterparties there
may never be a time at which there are no obligations at issue between the parties.
Therefore, if the parties did structure their deed as a mortgage, this might be held to
be void as a mortgage on the basis that there would not redemption of the mortgage
over the collateral property and thus that there would be no valid equity of
redemption.465
12-48 The better understanding of this provision would be that, until the outstanding
exposure between the party has been satisfied by the party obliged to make payment
under the master agreement, the secured party retains a charge over that property;
whereas once the outstanding exposure has been satisfied, then the collateral property
can be recovered by the other party and the charge therefore ceases over that property.

Custody of the collateral property
12-49 Paragraph 6 of the credit support deed deals with the obligations of secured
party in relation to the collateral property. The main obligation is to “exercise
reasonable care to assure the safe custody of all Posted Collateral to the extent
required by the applicable law”.466 This obligation is made up of two conflicting parts.
First, the secured party must take reasonable care to ensure the property’s safe
custody; secondly, it is required to do so only to the extent required by the applicable
law (in the case of this deed, English law) when that applicable law has no general
requirement that any particular thing be done or not done. To ensure safe custody
might involve placement in a segregated account operated by the secured party or it
might involve deposit of the property with a third party custodian as trustee: but there
is no single thing required by the general law, instead we must look to the Deed for
the precise nature of that obligation. Under the terms of the Deed, the secured party is
entitled either to retain the property itself or to appoint a custodian.467 The second
obligation is then defined by the deed to be that the secured party or its custodian (if
one is used) “shall … open and/or maintain one or more segregated accounts … in
which to hold Posted Collateral”.468 Significantly, then, the secured party and the
custodian (as appropriate)
“shall each hold, record and/or identify in the relevant Segregated Accounts all
Posted Collateral (other than Posted Collateral in the form of cash) held in
relation to the Chargor, and, except as provided otherwise herein, such
Collateral shall at all times be and remain the property of the Chargor
[emphasis added] and segregated from the property of the Secured Party or the
464
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relevant Custodian, as the case may be, and shall at no time constitute the
property of, or be commingled with the property of, the Secured Party or such
Custodian”.469
The italicised portion of this provision ensures that the collateral property is owned by
the chargor throughout the transaction. Given that the property has been paid into an
account in the name of the secured party or the custodian, this property must be
owned at common law by that secured party or custodian and in turn the chargor can
only have equitable ownership of that property. Therefore, the effect of this provision
is most likely to create a trust over the collateral property. This would be made more
evident if the provision simply read that “the Posted Collateral shall be held on trust
by the [secured party] or the custodian (as appropriate) for the Chargor”. As drafted
the trust is required to be inferred from the circumstances, which is unfortunate if a
trust is intended or doubly unfortunate if a trust is not intended.
12-50 As considered above, this provision appears, prima facie, to establish a trust
over the collateral property. And yet, as discussed above, paragraph 2(b) provided that
the parties agreed to mortgage, charge and pledge the collateral property. If the effect
of paragraph 6(c) is intended to be to impose an equitable charge over the collateral
property as opposed to a trust, then that intention should be made plain in the drafting.
More confusingly yet, paragraph 2(c) provides that the obligation to post collateral
property is discharged by delivery of collateral property of like kind (where paragraph
2(c) provides that the “Chargor agrees [and thus binds itself] … that it will accept
securities of the same type”) as opposed only to being capable of discharge by transfer
back of the very property which was originally supplied by the chargor. Holding this
collateral property in segregated accounts could be analysed as creating a beneficial
interest under a trust in specific property, rather than merely a right to receive a
transfer back of property of a like kind. There is therefore, across paragraphs 2 and 6,
the possibility that the secured party bears on the one hand purely personal rights and
on the other hand proprietary rights of indeterminate kind. In either event the deed
provides that the secured party has no right to use the property.470
12-51 Thus the drafting of the Credit Support Deed is potentially self-contradictory
because it contains mention of so many proprietary concepts and permits analysis of
further forms. It is advised that users of these structures prepare their own
documentation, based perhaps on the ISDA standard, which makes plain which type
of proprietary right the secured party is intended to receive.
12-52 It is suggested that the only structure which will meet both objectives in this
context is the trust. To avoid the need to register a charge, a trust should be used. To
ensure that the secured party is required to segregate the collateral property from all
other property, a trust whereby the secured party holds the collateral property on trust
for the benefit of the chargor would be advisable. The additional advantages of the
trust structure are that any distributions attaching to the underlying property will also
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form part of the trust fund in turn471 and the secured party as trustee will owe
fiduciary obligations to the chargor.472 The issues in relation to trust structures, as to
certainty of subject matter, were considered in chapter 11.473

Rights of enforcement
12-53 The secured party, in spite of the fiduciary obligations which he may owe in
relation to the collateral property, may take beneficial title in some or all of the
collateral property in any one of three occasions: a Relevant Event (being an event of
default within the terms of the deed), an Early Termination Date pursuant to an event
of default or termination event under the master agreement, or a Specified Condition
which is stipulated specifically by the parties in the schedule to the deed. The three
forms of Relevant Event stipulated in the Deed:474 first, an event of default under the
master agreement; secondly, a failure to make any transfer of collateral property
under the Deed; or thirdly, failure to perform any other obligation which continues for
30 days after notice of that failure has been given to the defaulting party. In the event
of any of these three occasions, the secured party is able to deal with the collateral
property as though its absolute owner. In relation to property other than money, the
secured party is empowered to sell the property and to use the proceeds to set off
against its exposure to the counterparty. In relation to money, the secured party is able
to use that money to set off against its exposure to the counterparty, including making
any necessary currency conversions. The secured party is purportedly granted a power
of attorney on behalf of the chargor in relation to any rights of the chargor to deal
with the collateral property.475 A purchaser of the collateral property in good faith is
stipulated to take good title in the property.476 However, whether or not the purchaser
can take good title may depend on the validity of the chargor’s title, although in
equity a bona fide purchaser for value without notice of any other person’s rights will
take good title in the purchased property.477

12-54 [this section is not reproduced here because it is not on the course.]

LEGAL ISSUES IN COLLATERAL STRUCTURES
Distinguishing between transfer of title, pledge, and trust over collateral
12-55 The foregoing discussion demonstrates that there is no single structure used for
collateral agreements. Rather, any combination of the techniques considered in chapter
471
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11 Taking security in financial derivatives may be used. A summary of the distinctions
between them are considered in this section. In a pledge structure the party merely
transfers possession of the collateral to the recipient, whereas in a transfer of title
arrangement the party posting collateral transfers title outright to the assured party. The
secured party, on receiving the collateral, in a transfer of title arrangement is entitled to
treat that property entirely as its own and therefore to sell it, mortgage it or deal with it in
any way that an absolute owner would be entitled to behave with it. The only obligation
which the assured party bears is to return property of a like kind if its exposure to the
counterparty under the transaction falls. That obligation to return property of a like kind
means that the original property posted as collateral does not have to be returned; rather,
it is only similar property or even its equivalent value in cash which is to be returned.
12-56 In a retention of title structure, the assets would be “lent” only – in the market
argot, where that actually connotes a transfer of possession without any necessary
transfer of title – by the party posting collateral. Therefore, the party posting collateral
does not surrender title in those assets to the assured party. Rather the assured party will
acquire possession of those assets and only a lien over those assets. That means that the
assured party has possession of the assets but no rights of ownership whether to sell that
property, mortgage it or deal with it in any other way. A lien may crystallise into a
proprietary right if the contract between the parties containing the lien entitles the assured
party to convert those assets once the counterparty has failed to perform the relevant
obligations under the derivatives agreement, or where it has committed some event of
default under the master agreement: the means for so doing were considered in Chapter
11. However, in the absence of any breach of the agreement or in the absence of the
commission of any event of default, the party posting collateral retains ownership rights
in the property.
12-57 In a trusts structure a trustee would hold the posted collateral on trust such that
both parties had some contingent beneficial right in the property. The assured party’s
beneficial right would be contingent on the performance of the counterparty such that the
assured party’s right would not vest in it (or, crystallise) until there was some default
committed by the counterparty. Similarly, the counterparty’s right would vest at the time
its obligations to the assured party were satisfied. The principal difficulty with this
structure is considered below in relation to those question of taking property rights over
bonds issued under a global note.478
12-58 Which of these analyses is applicable to any set of factual circumstances is
dependent on the choice which the parties make in structuring their credit support
documentation. For example, the ISDA Credit Support Annex pre-supposes that the
parties will make such an express selection in their documentation. Clearly, some of
these issues are general commercial issues and some of them are purely legal issues. On
the whole though, they are issues which a lawyer must consider and deal with in framing
collateral documentation. This section will first consider the commercial issues covering
the provision and taking of collateral. Then it will consider the legal issues surrounding
collateral. Finally, it will examine some of the regulatory and inter-party alternatives to
ad hoc collateralisation, as practised in the market currently, which produce the same
credit amelioration effect.
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Proprietary rights under global notes
12-59 There is an issue surrounding the use of bonds and other commercial paper as
collateral. The dematerialisation of such financial obligations has had the effect that
the question of asserting title over those securities becomes counter-intuitive. The
problem, at root, is as follows.479 The publicly-issued debt market has developed a
pragmatic response to the dangers of physical bearer securities being misappropriated
from their rightful owners. Much in the same way that cash can be stolen and spent
(usually) anonymously, bearer securities can be sold or lost and then misapplied. The
market developed the use of global notes which represent rights in the bearer securities
by means of a title registration system. The bearer securities themselves are held
physically in secure vaults so that no subscriber actually receives their physical
security. The global note and the debt issue typically express the securities to be bearer
securities. Each subscriber to the issue is required to register their title with the
custodian. The commercial risks associated with physical custody are thus removed.
12-60 The legal conundrum that is created surrounds the creation of other rights in the
global-note-bearer-securities. If the registered title-holder in that security declares
itself a trustee of the security for another person under English law, that other person
will acquire the rights of a beneficiary under English trusts law against the title-holder.
What is not clear is what rights will that other person have to enforce rights in the
security which is expressed to exist in the jurisdiction where the bearer notes are
physically deposited, if the system of law applicable in the situs of the deposit does
not recognise the rights of a beneficiary under an English trust but only the property
rights of the registered title-holder. Such unenforceability of the trust structure would
render ineffective any collateral agreement based on a trust over the bearer notes.480
12-61 The further problem of English trusts law which arises is the following. To
create a valid express trust under English law the property comprising the trust fund
must be separately identifiable.481 Therefore, where a beneficiary attempts to assert
rights under the law of trusts over a trust fund comprising a portion of a total holding
of intangible securities, that trust will not be found valid unless the specific securities
at issue are identified.482 Therefore, any proprietary rights asserted over the trust fund
would similarly fail.483 This issue was considered at paragraph 11-19 et seq. There is
authority, however, that with reference to a trust declared over a portion of a total
holding of ordinary shares, there is no need to segregate those shares which are to be
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held on that trust.484 It is suggested that this latter approach will only be effective
where there is, for example, no issue of insolvency and a number of creditors seeking
to claim rights in the shares which is greater than the number of shares available to be
distributed among them.485 In relation specifically to money, which might be thought
to be the most obvious example of property which is inter-changeable, there is a
requirement that the fund be segregated within a bank account before any trust can be
imposed equal to a liquidated sum held with other moneys in a bank account.486
12-62 There is one final issue as to the role of the custodian of the global note as a
trustee in itself. A trustee may or may not be appointed in respect of the global note.
Further, the custodian may not be expressed to be a trustee and yet appear to have the
trappings of a trustee in a jurisdiction where the trust concept is not recognised. The
issue as to the enforceability of trustee obligations is therefore a vexed one. This issue
arises generally with reference to bond issues and in particular in respect of depositary
receipts.487

Shortcomings in standard market documentation for collateral
12-63 The discussion of the ISDA Credit Support Deed identified a number of
deficiencies in the description of the nature of the rights which the secured party
acquires: see in particular in paragraphs 12-44, 12-45, 12-47 and 12-49. There are
other problems, however. The impact of the decision in Westdeutsche Landesbank v
Islington488 is that – even though it was accepted that the parties would have expected
to receive compound interest on their money in ordinary circumstances and that they
had entered into the standard form contracts – parties to financial contracts will not be
entitled to proprietary remedies where those agreements are held to be void.
Furthermore, it appears from the decisions that any contractual provision which sought
to preserve such proprietary rights would itself be void, making the retention of title in
such agreements impossible.
Therefore, the key problem with the decision in Westdeutsche Landesbank v Islington
and all of the other local authority swaps cases is that the courts intentionally overlook
the fact that the parties had allocated the risks of their transactions. Leggatt LJ
considers that there is no substantive issue to consider on the facts of Westdeutsche
Landesbank v Islington when he held that:-
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“The parties believed that they were making an interest rate swaps contract.
They were not, because such a contract was ultra vires the local authority. So
that they made no contract at all.’489
Therefore, the courts made no reference at all to any of the contractual terms agreed
between them. The result of this refusal to consider the standard market contracts will
include those terms dealing with credit risk management, as well as terms dealing with
the creation of commercial interest rate swap obligations.490 Therefore, the further
question arises: would a guarantee or collateral agreement be valid if it were annexed
to that contract? That is, would the banks have been able to enforce the terms of any
guarantee extended to them by the local authorities? It would follow from the courts’
insistence that the contracts are to be ignored, that any credit support document
attached to the interest rate swap agreement would be similarly void. Therefore, if the
local authorities had ring-fenced a particular bank account with an amount of money
in it, held on trust for the banks contingent on the authorities’ failure to perform under
the main agreement, the banks would have had no recourse to that money because the
agreement creating the trust would be unenforceable as being void ab initio.
Therefore, a collateral agreement would be unenforceable unless it was created at
arm’s length from the master agreement and any confirmation to enable it to survive
as a free-standing arrangement.
Given the decision of the House of Lords (which was unanimous on this point) that
there was no ground for the banks having a proprietary interest in any property held by
the local authorities, the logical conclusion of their reasoning is that there would have
been no way in which the banks could have reserved to themselves any proprietary
interest in the money paid to the local authorities by means of either the master
agreement or any other document incorporated into it in the standard market format.
12-64 [this section is not reproduced here because it is not on the course.]
12-65 The salutary lesson for those attempting to create collateral arrangements is
therefore to attempt to achieve their goal in a context which permits the collateral
structure to be free-standing and not bound into the void master agreement and
confirmations. This is a direct abnegation of the principle of achieving single
agreements through a credit support annex which is propounded by ISDA.491
However, it is contended that the contracting party must choose between an attempt to
manage the risk of counterparty insolvency by achieving broad close-out netting under
a single, all-enveloping master agreement, and a viable collateral structure which will
manage credit risk by retaining proprietary rights in some specified category of assets
even though the master agreement is held to be void.492
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